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Abstract 
Phloem sap feeding insect pests cause devastating agricultural losses with poorly 
understood mechanisms of plant defence responses to these insects leaving 
potentially environmentally damaging pesticides as the only protection. A striking 
feature of these pests is the characteristic pattern of how plants are colonised; i.e. 
by continuous manipulation of the hosts immune system until the point of 
successful phloem sap feeding. Plants respond to aphid feeding via a complex 
network of defence processes locally, i.e. in an entire leaf and systemically 
throughout the plant. How can we gain insights into these complex spatial and 
temporal processes to gain a better understanding of how plants respond to 
phloem sap feeding insects? With my work I show that by linking 
electrophysiological insect assays with recent progress in spatial transcriptomics, 
it is possible to unravel some of the features of Arabidopsis thaliana responses to 
Myzus persicae and, more generally, plant interactions with other invertebrate 
pests and microbial plant pathogens. 
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Chapter-1 Introduction 
The progression of spatial transcriptomics 
technologies 
Most multicellular model organisms are composed of different cell types 
aggregating to tissues and organs in a well-defined and spatially heterogeneous 
body plan [1]. Knowledge about the processes determined by this spatial 
heterogeneity is important to understand a multicellular system [2]. In the past 
this has led to the development of a rich repertoire of in situ and in vivo methods 
that assess spatial biological information in a functional context [3]. Many of these 
methods label DNA, RNA or proteins on a subcellular scale using fluorescently or 
enzymatically linked complementary nucleotide probes [4] or antibodies [5]. 
These methods greatly contributed to our functional understanding of fine scale 
cellular events and are still of extraordinary importance in resolving biological 
processes [3–5]. A disadvantage of labelling and imaging based in situ methods is 
the limited throughput, which -in comparison to sequencing based technologies- 
is compensated by the great resolution of these methods that can indicate the 
position of a target at a subcellular scale[3]. Many in-situ technologies however 
require specialised tissue preparation and only a small number of markers can be 
assayed at a time [3–5]. Although techniques such as seqFISH+ [6] have been 
developed to image transcripts for up 10,000 genes in a single sample by 
continuous washing and re-labelling of tissues, especially advances in next-
generation sequencing (NGS) made testing of entire genomes, transcriptomes [7, 
8] or epigenomes [9, 10] possible. 
Over the last years these NGS based spatial transcriptomics technologies 
experienced great development [3]. Earlier methods used photoactivatable 
fluorescent markers to label cells for extraction and sequencing [3, 11, 12]. Bulk 
photoactivation of cells in tissues and subsequent sample dissociation however 
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does not retain the spatial information of cells in a tissue. The precise position of 
a cell within the photoactivated area remains therefore unknown and the spatial 
information sparse [12]. Also not every organism is accessible for the 
transformation with photoactivatable markers and so the use of photoactivatable 
markers is limited to model organisms or culture based cell aggregates [3, 11]. 
Retainment of spatial information at single-cell level resolution was made possible 
by combining laser capture microdissection (LCM) with low-input NGS methods 
[13, 14]. This was achieved at the cost of a lowered throughput and the restriction 
to a very small and thin area [13, 14]. LCM technologies however require 
specialised equipment and training for precise, laborious excision of tissue 
elements [15].In comparison to LCM assisted technologies, recent advances of 
spatial transcriptome sequencing allow to probe a larger area of 6.2 mm x 6.6 mm 
at a lower resolution of 100 µm (on average 3 – 30 cells) using an array of solid-
surface immobilised and positionally barcoded reverse transcription primers [16]. 
Messenger RNA (mRNA) molecules diffuse from of thin, permeabilised histological 
sections to the array and hybridise to the reverse transcription oligonucleotides 
for reverse transcription and sequencing library preparation [16]. The Spatial 
Transcriptomics method was recently improved using high density bead arrays 
with position index barcoded beads instead of oligonucleotides [17, 18]: 
Rodriques et al. [17] report for the Slide-seq method a spatial resolution of ~ 10 
µm, Vickovic et al. report for the High Density Spatial Transcriptomics (HDST) 
protocol a resolution of ~ 2 µm [18]. 
Although the advances presented by Slide-seq [17] and HDST [18] substantially 
add to NGS based spatial transcriptome sequencing, the need for specialised 
tissue and sample preparation  limits the applicability for many laboratories, as 
both methods require specific tissue preparations (e.g. cryo-sectioning, 
permeabilization or fixation) and specialised protocols to assess transcriptome 
levels in thinly sectioned, permeabilised samples [16–18]. 
In cases where an easier, and in comparison to Spatial Transcriptomics non-
commercial [19] solution is desired, a protocol based on sample cryosectioning to 
~ 18 µm thin sections and computational reconstruction of complex 3D gene 
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expression maps has been published by Junker et al. [20]. Despite the lower 
resolution in comparison to HDST, the method allows to process morphologically 
complex samples (i.e. an entire zebrafish embryo) and library preparation with 
common wet-lab methods at a high spatial accuracy [20].  
Table 1 Methods for spatially resolved genomics and transcriptomics: A rich palette of spatial and 
low-input omics methods is available to profile transcripts or single nucleotide variants (SNVs) 
from a multi- to a subcellular resolution. Highest resolutions (i.e. to the subcellular level) are 
achieved by probe-based, fluorescent in-situ hybridisation (FISH) technologies. FISH methods 
however rely on complementary binding of short fragments. In contrast laser capture microscopy 
(LCM), microtome sequencing or slide sequencing based protocols which rely on tissue dissection 
and / or lysis also enable profiling of full length transcripts at the cost of a decreased resolution 
(besides of new slide sequencing technologies). Table modified after Crosetto et al. [3].  
Method Sample Target Spatial Resolution Sensitivity Read length 
smFISH Fixed tissues or 
cells 




Branched FISH Fixed tissues or 
cells 
RNA Subcellular Abundance Short fragments 
LCM 
sequencing 




















to full length 
isoforms 
FISSEQ Fixed tissues or 
cells 
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The progression of spatial transcriptomics 
technologies for plant model systems 
The development of plant spatial transcriptomics methods followed a similar 
timeline as for animal organisms [3, 21]: plant researchers greatly benefited and 
still benefit from imaging based in situ methods [22, 23], plant tissues are 
accessible for LCM methods [24, 25] and fluorescence activate cell sorting (FACS) 
technologies allow studies of single plant protoplasts [26–28]. 
The introduction of recent high resolution spatial NGS technologies however 
posed some difficulties. While methods based on the dissection of large tissue 
areas or entire plant organs have been in use [29, 30], high resolution spatial NGS 
methods require robust protocols to extract and process low RNA amounts from 
a few or single cells. However, the rigid plant cell wall [31] and plant tissues rich 
in secondary metabolites [32] make the extraction of low RNA quantities and 
downstream reactions inefficient [15, 21]. Giacomello et al. recently applied the 
spatial transcriptomics [16] technology to Arabidopsis thaliana inflorescence 
meristem, Populus tremula dormant and developing leaf buds and Picea abies 
female cones [15]. To transfer this technology from mammalian to plant tissues, 
Giacomello et al. adjusted multiple steps of the workflow i.e. by using a milder 
fixation method, adapted enzymatic cocktails to permeabilise the tissue sections 
and additional protocol steps to capture secondary metabolites during tissue 
permeabilization and cDNA synthesis [11]. These improvements make 
technologies such as Slide-seq [17] or HDST [18] compatible with plant tissues, but 
the requirement to optimise the tissue preparation for different tissue types limits 
the applicability of the methods. 
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The application of spatial transcriptomics in 
plant-pathogen interaction studies 
To date many spatial transcriptomics studies characterising plant pathogen 
interactions rely on LCM; e.g. [24, 33–36]. The published studies report of attack-
site specific gene expression profiles, higher expression magnitudes by testing 
exclusively stressed cells, novel detected plant response genes and spatially 
distinct expression patterns of plant defence genes [24, 33, 36–38]. 
In a recent manuscript Coker et al. [37] aimed to develop a simpler and less hands-
on intensive method than LCM to isolate attacked plant cells. To achieve this, the 
authors used FACS of Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis haustoriated A. thaliana 
leaf cells expressing a haustoriation sensitive fluorescent cell marker. Coker et al. 
identified 267 differentially expressed (DE) genes of which 128 were shared with 
published bulk tissue (i.e. entire leaves with infected and uninfected cells) 
sequencing experiments [39–41]. For the 128 DE genes the authors describe 
stronger log2 fold-changes in comparison to the bulk studies. Coker et al. also 
found 139 DE novel genes for A. thaliana-H. arabidopsidis interactions. However, 
the manuscript also describes introduction of experimental noise by FACS pooling 
of 20,000 – 100,000 cells to collect enough material for transcriptome profiling. 
An additional described technical difficulty was the sparse availability of cell 
markers - the promoter driven green fluorescent protein system produced 
detectable fluorescence earliest 5 days post-inoculation [37].  
A recent publication by Mulema et al. [38] describes the spatial and temporal 
transcriptome response of A. thaliana to Botrytis cinerea using mechanical leaf 
dissection. The authors study two zones at 0 – 6 mm and 6 – 12 mm distance from 
the infection site. Mulema et al. show differential gene expression in both zones 
at 12- and 24 hours post-inoculation and highlight the potential role of certain 
transcription factor (TF) families in regulating spatiotemporal gene expression 
[38]. 
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Zierold et al. [42] and Bruggmann et al. [43] also apply mechanical sampling to 
study transcriptome responses of barley to the obligate biotrophic fungus 
Blumeria graminis. As the fungus colonises epidermal cells the authors use tissue 
peels to access epidermis and mesophyll plant tissues for fine-scale tissue 
sampling and microarray analysis. Bruggmann et al. characterise 44 epidermis 
specific and 76 mesophyll specific transcripts [43] and Zierold et al. describe 293 
plant DE genes in the plants epidermis with an additional 18 transcripts of fungal 
origin [42].  
Although the published manuscripts highlight the potential for the analysis of 
spatiotemporal plant transcriptome responses in plant pathogen interactions, the 
studies are limited to strongly localised features such as fungal infection sites [24, 
34, 35] or large nematode infested cells [33]. Such samples are compatible with 
fine-scale dissection of tissues, but other important pests such as herbivorous 
insects show mobile patterns of plant colonisation and actively search for suitable 
attack sites on plants [44]. Spatial transcriptomics methods versatile enough to 
robustly study such interactions at a millimetre-scale resolution and a high 
throughput would have the potential to deepen our understanding of plant 
immunity to insects. However, such methods have not been described yet.  
Plant defences to insect herbivores 
Plants developed sophisticated defence strategies against pathogens and pests 
[45, 46]. To defend themselves from herbivore attack plants use a series of 
defences such as the deployment of physical barriers (e.g. hairs, trichomes and 
waxes) and metabolic as well as chemical cues [46–50]. In contrast to the adaptive 
immune system of animals [51, 52] plants detect a wide range of pathogens with 
a large repertoire of immune recognition receptors [53, 54]. The two main 
components of this recognition system [51, 55] are cell surface localised pattern 
recognition receptors (PRRs) that detect microbe-associated molecular patterns 
(MAMPs) [54] and intracellular receptors that recognise pathogen or pest 
virulence molecules named effectors [53]. The downstream processes triggered 
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by MAMP or effector recognition are named pattern triggered immunity (PTI) and 
effector triggered immunity (ETI) [51, 55]. The induced defences of PTI and ETI 
cannot be strictly distinguished [56]. In a simplified model [57] ETI leads to an 
effective hypersensitive response (HR) often resulting in cell death [51] to an 
adapted pathogen able to overcome a plants PTI defence [56, 57]. In contrast, PTI 
shapes a first and effective barrier against non-adapted pathogens attacking a 
plant [51, 56, 57]. 
This wide concept of plant pathogen recognition also applies to plant herbivore 
interactions [46, 48–50]. So far only a few herbivory PRRs recognising insect 
herbivore associated molecular patterns (HAMPs) or damage associated 
molecular patterns (DAMPs) are known, but more and more PRRs for insect pests 
are being described [48, 58, 59]. Among the first defence and defence mediating 
processes downstream of DAMP or HAMP perception are rapid membrane 
potential changes [60], cytosolic calcium fluxes [49, 60, 61], the production of 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) [46, 49] and mitogen-activated protein kinase 
(MAPK) signalling cascades [46, 48]. 
Important elements of plant immunity against insect herbivores are activated 
hormone signalling pathways and the wide range of synthesised secondary 
metabolite processes [32, 62, 63]. Especially the plant hormone pathways of 
jasmonic acid (JA), salicylic acid (SA) and ethylene (ET) have been studied 
extensively in the past [46, 48, 50, 62]. Studies showed that JA signalling is the 
most important pathway in mediating resistance to chewing insects [46, 62]. SA 
signalling has been described to be effective in the defence against phloem 
feeding insects [63]. ET signalling is described to mediate responses to a broad 
spectrum of insect pests [62, 64]. Interesting, but less well understood are the 
effects of cross talk between hormone signalling pathways such as potential 
antagonistic roles between SA and JA, as well as agonistic and antagonistic 
processes between ET and JA signalling in insect-plant interactions [46, 48, 65]. 
Next to hormone signalling, plant secondary metabolites play an important role in 
defending plants from herbivores [62]. Secondary metabolites are synthesised for 
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multiple purposes and act as toxic feeding compounds, aid in attraction of 
predatory enemies to insects or repel and distract insect pests [46, 62, 66]. 
Such metabolites can be stored as inactive compounds by the plant and induced 
in response to an attack. Compounds which plants use to defend themselves 
against insect pests are manifold with thousands of derivatives; among the best 
characterised are glucosinolates, benzoxazinoids, isoflavonoids, terpenoids, 
alkaloids, phenolic compounds, tannins, etc. [67]. Many compounds directly alter 
insect fitness. In Arabidopsis for example glucosinolate synthesis mutants have 
been described to increase susceptibility to chewing herbivores. Tobacco with a 
decreased nicotine content is more susceptible to herbivores. Transgenic tomato 
plants with an increased terpene production show increased insect resistance. 
Maize benzoxazinoids are directly toxic to chewing insects. However, also indirect 
functions for secondary metabolites are known. In maize for example indole has 
been described to reduce a plants attractiveness for caterpillars and to attract 
parasitoids. Also in wheat overexpression of a terpene synthase was linked with 
repelling activity aphids and augmented parasitoids recrution [46, 48, 67].  
Knowledge about plant resistance mechanisms becomes increasingly important 
as the restrictive pesticide legislation in agriculturally important nations [68] and 
the evolution of pesticide resistances by pathogens and pests threatens 
agricultural systems [69, 70]. Especially recent advances in reducing crop 
generation times for breeding [71], strategies to identify plant resistance 
mediating ETI receptors using NGS [72–74], the possibility to transfer resistant 
alleles between plant species (e.g. from wild, resistant varieties to crop plants) 
[75, 76] and tailor-made genome editing techniques (e.g. to target susceptibility 
genes) [77, 78] build a new and effective pest control repertoire. 
One major insect pest, where application of this repertoire will be useful, is the 
green peach aphid (GPA) pest Myzus persicae. M. persicae infestations are difficult 
to control due to the rapid generation times and clonal reproduction of the aphid, 
the potential of the insect to colonise a variety of plant families [79, 80], transmit 
agriculturally important viruses [81] and quickly develop pesticide resistances 
[82]. 
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The aphid (stylets) feeding pathway 
Aphids are a particularly damaging clade of insect pathogens in temperate 
agricultural systems [80, 83]. Aphids belong to the order Hemiptera and feed by 
using specialised, piercing-sucking mouthparts composed of stylets [84]. Stylets 
are used to pierce plant cells without leaving excessive damage [85, 86], to actively 
deposit effector molecules that act on plant defences [87] and to ingest cell sap 
from within the plant [81]. Hemipterans are also important vectors for plant 
pathogenic viruses and bacteria, which in addition to insect related damages 
expose the plant to a second pathogenic threat [81, 88]. 
Among aphids M. persicae is the economically most important pest worldwide 
[83]. Characteristics of the insect species are a host range of more than 400 plant 
species in 40 plant families, short generation times, clonal reproduction, strong 
dispersal rates and the ability to transmit over 100 different plant viruses 
contribute to the importance of M. persicae as pest [80]. The pest is also highly 
pesticide resistant [82] and has the ability to colonise and adapt to new hosts 
quickly [79]. A repertoire of efficient virulence factors (e.g. the effectors Mp10 
[89], MpC002 [90], Mp42 [91]) help M. persicae to overcome a host defence 
responses [87, 92, 93]. 
To feed, M. persicae ingests nutrients from the photo-assimilate rich phloem [94, 
95]. Nutrient uptake from phloem elements is achieved by puncturing phloem 
bundles with the stylet and active uptake of phloem sap from within the plant 
[96]. On the stylet path to the phloem M. persicae tests (i.e. probes or punctures) 
multiple cells [44]. During this process [96] small amounts of cell sap are ingested 
and saliva rich in effector molecules [87, 93] is deposited in the host cells [86, 87, 
93]. Potential physical but also chemical and molecular cues that the insect uses 
to find suitable feeding spots is not well understood yet. Plant resistance screens 
described higher probing frequencies and longer walking paths of M. persicae on 
resistant plant varieties [44, 97]; this suggests potential dissemination of 
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intracellular signals retrieved from probing (e.g. by sensing the molecular state of 
a cell upon cell sap ingestion) [98]. 
 
Figure 1 Infection process of a plant by a phloem feeding aphid: The insect uses stylets to navigate 
through a plants apoplast the nutrient rich phloem. Along the stylet path cells are punctured and 
effector molecules (e.g. here C002 as an example for the pea aphid) are actively deposited in the 
plant cells. Once the stylets reach the phloem, calcium binding proteins secreted by the aphid help 
to sequester calcium ions and so inhibit sieve element occlusion. Plants recognise the attacking 
pest by sensing HAMPs; the consequences of HAMP perception are downstream defence 
responses. Figure extracted from Hogenhout and Bos [87]. 
Plant defences to Myzus persicae 
To date, the majority of our understanding of A. thaliana research promoted our 
understanding of molecular plant responses to M. persicae interactions [95, 99]: 
in a recent review article Louis and Shah [95] comprehend genetic factors involved 
in plant immunity to M. persicae [95]. The authors summarise key-genes in 
promoting plant resistance or susceptibility and the roles of JA, SA as well as ET 
hormone pathways [46, 65, 95]. A great role in promoting resistance to M. 
persicae can be attributed the accumulation of components that are toxic upon 
ingestion such as glucosinolates [100–102] and camalexin [66]. Toxic effects have 
also been observed for phloem localised lectin ingestion (e.g. pp2-A1) [103, 104]. 
Another important mechanism relies on sucrose sequestration (e.g. by 
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polymerisation to starch) and so the removal of a feeding stimulant promoted by 
the trehalose pathway enzyme TPS11 [105]. The trehalose metabolic pathway also 
plays a role in upregulating important defence regulatory components (e.g. PAD4 
[105–107]). 
Less clear is the role for oxylipin pathways [107] (i.e. oxylipins are derived from 
oxidized plant lipids [108]). The resistance associated JA hormone is synthesised 
by the 13-lipoxygenase (13-LOX) pathway [109, 110]. In contrast 9-lipoxygenase 
(9-LOX) pathway oxylipins are described to stimulate M. persicae feeding and so 
act as susceptibility factors [111]. However the 9-LOX pathway enzyme LOX5 is 
involved in promoting PAD4 expression and therefore also in mediating resistance 
to M. persicae [109].  
Studies about leaf senescence also indicate the need for better understanding of 
plant responses to M. persicae: M. persicae feeding increases PAD4 promoted 
expression of senescence genes, which leads to reduced aphid performance [112, 
113]. Pegadaraju et al. hypothesise that induction of senescence mechanisms by 
the plant serves as defence mechanism as premature senescence could limit 
nutrient flow to insect infested leaves and so lead to less insect colonisation [112]. 
However, also studies describing increased aphid performance under induced 
senescence are published [114, 115]. Machado-Assefh et al. for example describe 
of increased phloem sap ingestion by aphids, potentially due to the increased 
nutrient mobilisation in the senescent organs (i.e. by compounds degradation) 
after triggering senescence [114]. 
Described results for the role of the SA pathway in promoting successful defences 
to M. persicae also diverge in literature: It is known that members of the JA, SA 
and ET pathways are induced upon M. persicae attack [65, 99, 107]. Whereas 
increased JA pathway activity promotes resistance against M. persicae [110], 
studies measuring insect performance on SA knock-out mutants did not show an 
increased effect on aphid fitness (i.e. ICS1 [113], EDS5 [116]). For other SA genes 
such as the signalling regulator NPR1 [117] experiments are less conclusive 
showing unaltered [116] or increased [118] aphid fitness on knock-out mutants. 
The specific role of SA signalling in M. persicae interactions therefore remains to 
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be elucidated. A hypothesis of Walling et al. describes M. persicae driven induction 
of SA responses to negatively act on the resistance promoting JA signalling 
pathway [119]. 
The specific role of ET components is less precisely described as well [95]; an 
example of resistance promoting ET signalling is JA induction [64], however also 
reports about susceptibility factors in ET responses exist (e.g. MYB102 [120]). The 
regulation of the ET signalling pathway by some MYB transcription factors  makes 
these genes to potential susceptibility factors in plant aphid interactions [95]. For 
example, Zhu et al. described increased MYB102 expression upon aphid 
perception and a positive feedback loop of MYB102 on enhancing ET levels and 
therefore increasing susceptibility [120]. 
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The study of Arabidopsis thaliana - Myzus 
persicae interactions with spatial 
transcriptomics 
The broad host range, clonal preproduction and rapid generation time [80, 83], 
the availability of genomic resources [79] and transgenic techniques [90] make M. 
persicae an excellent and well used model in understanding plant responses to 
phloem feeding insects. Over the last decades many studies of plant interactions 
with M. persicae explaining plant defence mechanisms have been published – e.g. 
[59, 61, 66, 89, 91–93, 95, 106, 109, 121]. More recent studies indicate 
consecutive and strongly localised layers of defence responses such as calcium 
bursts [61], reactive oxygen bursts [122], gene expression changes [66, 123] at and 
close to sites of M. persicae attack. Especially fine-scale gene expression changes 
have so far not been characterised well. A previous study by Kettles et al. showed 
highly variable spatial gene expression patterns and magnitudes for the defence 
marker PAD3 at local M. persicae attack sites [66]. The pattern of this localised 
immune response likely depends on the direct interaction between plant defences 
and the applied countermeasures by the pest [57].  
Motivated by these recent studies, I am interested in characterising plant 
transcriptome responses to M. persicae at and near to sites of insect attack. This 
requires the combination of fine-scale transcriptome sequencing technologies 
with a suitable method to determine insect activities on a plant. Local insect 
attacks can be studied by measuring the number of cell punctures using the 
electrical penetration graph (EPG) technology [124]. However, as phloem feeding 
insects actively search for nutrient rich phloem bundles, stylets routes extend for 
a few hundred microns through the apoplast with numerous attacked cells along 
the path [96, 125]; therefore the described LCM [24], FACS [37], array [15] and 
macro-scale dissection [38] based NGS methods are not easily applied. 
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Here I therefore present the development of a novel and robust fine-scale spatial 
RNA-seq technology that enables the dissemination of transcriptome level maps 
from very small amounts of any eukaryotic tissue. I show the potential of the 
method by analysing spatial responses to bacterial (the bacterial peptide flagellin-
22) and insect elicitors (crude aphid extract) and I present the application of EPG 
coupled spatiotemporal transcriptomics in an A. thaliana – M. persicae interaction 
study. This allows me to disseminate strongly localised spatial plant transcriptome 
responses to live insects and provide novel insights in the complex interaction of 
plants with phloem feeding insects. 
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Chapter-2 Spatially resolved 
transcriptomics reveals plant host 
responses to MAMPs  
Introduction 
Most model plants and all crops species are multicellular, consisting of multiple 
organs and cell types with a multitude of physiological states [126]. A thorough 
understanding of these complex systems requires the ability to dissect and 
characterise processes in the different organs and cell types. This is challenging, 
though recently multi-omics single-cell studies have been flourishing [7], but high-
throughput, high-resolution methodologies that assess molecular conditions with 
spatial resolution are sparsely available [3, 15, 16, 20]. 
Although some spatial and low-input transcriptome profiling methods have been 
developed for animal model organisms [3, 16, 20, 127], these methods are difficult 
to transfer to plants [15, 38]. In comparison to animal cells, plant tissues hold a 
series of additional challenges: the robust plant cell wall requires specialised 
sample preparation (which makes reproducible, high-throughput sample 
preparation more difficult) and some plant secondary metabolites e.g. 
polyphenols can inhibit downstream enzymatic processes [128]. For plants, single 
plant cells (protoplasts) can be obtained by enzymatic removal of plant-cell walls 
and subsequent FACS assays [129]. At the sub-cellular scale plant nuclei can be 
isolated within minutes by cell lysis and FACS [129–131]. However, ‘stimulus and 
response’ assays, such as differential gene-expression experiments or the 
characterisation of cell-type transcripts could be affected by these additional 
experimental procedures before RNA-extraction. Another important factor is the 
loss of spatial information when nuclei or protoplasts are extracted from a tissue. 
Thus methods such as fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) [23], LCM [25, 132, 
133] or the Spatial Transcriptomics [15, 16] workflow are better suited to 
understand spatial transcription changes. However, all three methods need 
specific tissue preparations (e.g. cryo-sectioning, permeabilization or fixation) and 
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specialised protocols to assess transcriptome levels: FISH methods require 
imaging of transcripts and are restricted to multiplexing a few fluorescent anti-
sense probes at a time [3], LCM requires specialised equipment and training for 
precise, laborious excision of specific tissue elements [15] and the Spatial 
Transcriptomics protocol requires preparation of thinly sectioned, permeabilised 
samples and custom made DNA arrays [15, 16]. 
Despite the high level of resolution that can be achieved with all these methods, 
they are not easily applied in most laboratories. I aimed to overcome this with my 
spatial transcriptomics workflow – hereafter referred to under the working name 
spatial-transcriptome sequencing (ST-seq). ST-seq is designed to quickly process 
mechanically dissected millimetre sized samples into sequencing libraries using 
standard laboratory equipment and can be used in most modern laboratories. ST-
seq is based on three consecutive steps: (1) rapid, mechanical sample dissection 
of small e.g. 1 mm2 leaf areas, (2) a high-throughput method for high quality 
mRNA extraction of difficult to lyse plant tissues and (3) NGS library construction 
(Figure 2). 
 
Figure 2 Overview of the ST-seq workflow: (A) Tissue sections of approximately 1 mm2 size are 
mechanically dissected (e.g. a cross-section of a leaf) and after mRNA extraction (B) prepared into 
uniquely barcoded Illumina sequencing libraries. After (C) Illumina sequencing (D) transcript 
specific, spatial expression data can be assessed and analysed. 
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In a series of experiments, I compare the performance of ST-seq with standard 
RNA-seq (Illumina TruSeq) experiments. Using Illumina sequencing I identify DE 
genes in 1D, 1 mm wide lateral leaf sections. This shows how transcript and 
expression levels change across the tissues that make up the leaf. I compare a 
large-scale vs. fine-scale transcriptome experiments ability to detect plant 
responses induced by the bacterial peptide flagellin-22 (flg22), a well-described 
MAMP that triggers plant immune responses [55]. By comparing my data with 
published datasets for ‘flagellin rapidly elicited’ (FLARE) genes [134] I identify 143 
of 253 described FLARE genes that overlap with my data, and a further 428 genes 
with similar expression patterns to FLARE genes. I show that the detected 428 
transcripts, are enriched for plant defence responses and that spatial 
transcriptome data can be used to reconstruct the spatial expression of pathway 
components across leaves. Importantly, I demonstrate that these findings are 
independent of potentially wounding induced genes that could be responding to 
the mechanical dissection. 
Results 
Does leaf dissection induce wounding response gene 
expression profiles?  
Physical wounding of plants is known to induce wounding related gene expression 
[135]. This is an important point to consider as the ST-seq workflow dissects tissue 
into ~ 1 mm2 squares followed by immediate snap freezing on dry ice. Yet 
dissection could potentially lead to activation of wounding related gene 
expression and dissection takes longer as the resolution increases (grid size). As 
any wounding effect could form a technical limitation to ST-seq I measured the 
number of DE genes found after tissue dissection. For this I tested ~1 mm2 leaf 
squares (3 biological replicates per time-point) prepared at the time-points: 0-
minutes, 2.5-minutes, 5-minutes and 10-minutes between cutting and freezing on 
dry ice (when all enzymatic reactions cease) for DE genes (Table 3). To determine 
the number of DE genes at each time-point I compared the 2.5-minute, 5-minute 
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and 10-minute samples with the 0-minute samples as an unwounded reference. 
This analysis showed just 1 DE-gene (AT2G37130) at the 2.5-minute time-point 
(which was not significant at later time-points) there were no DE genes at the 5-
minute time-point and 13 genes at the 10-minute time-point (see: 
Chapter2_additional_file1.pdf: ‘Wounding time-series experiment’ and 
Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Wounding_DEgenes’) suggesting that the 
transcriptional response to wounding starts between 5 and 10 minutes. I looked 
for enriched biological processes in the combined set of 14 genes and detected 
three genes at the 10-minute time-point being associated with the GO-term 
‘response to wounding’: TPS04, TAT3 and AT1G62660 (see: 
Chapter2_additional_file1.pdf: ‘Wounding time-series experiment’ and 
Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Wounding_GOterms’). This indicates that it is 
highly desirable to cut and snap freeze sample material within 10 minutes to avoid 
perturbation of results – a time window in which I find that sample dissection is 
easily achievable. 
Spatially resolved transcriptomics data reveals leaf tissue 
specific gene expression 
I assayed ST-seq’s ability to detect known gene expression differences between 
tissue types in untreated leaves. Briefly, I dissected a lateral cross-section of an A. 
thaliana leaf (3 biological replicates) into a 1-dimensional (1D) expression map of 
eight circa 1 mm2 squares (Figure 3A and Table 3). Each cross-section was sampled 
according to the same pattern: the leaf margins were located at square-1 and 
square-8 and the midvein at square-5. I then identified DE genes by comparing the 
midvein with the lamina and the leaf margins with the lamina. This resulted in 393 
DE genes for the midvein and 686 DE genes for the leaf margins comparison 
(Figure 3 and Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Leaf-untreated_spatial-DEgenes’). 
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Figure 3 Identification of midvein and edge DE genes in a lateral 1D leaf cross-section: (A) DE-
gene analysis of a 1D A. thaliana leaf lateral cross sections by comparing the midvein (square-5) or 
the margin squares (square-1 and square-8) with the ‘bulk’ (remaining) leaf sections. The two 
images in (B) show 393 DE genes with higher (left, 256 DE genes) or lower (right, 137 DE genes) 
expression values in the midvein. The images in (C) show 686 DE genes higher (left, 403 DE genes) 
or lower (right, 283 DE genes) expression in the leaf margins. The grey dashed line in each plot (B 
and C) represents a trend-line for the average log2(normalised counts) of all genes normalised 
across the leaf squares. 
Comparison of spatial and bulk transcriptomics after localised 
flg22 stimulation 
To compare spatial (only treated areas) with bulk (large leaf areas with treated 
and untreated areas) MAMP immune responses I used a flg-22 syringe infiltration 
assay. For this I produced small, local infiltration spots on the abaxial, left-hand 
side of a leaf of 6 biological A. thaliana replicates using either 500 nM flg22 or 
water (Figure 4A and Table 3). I incubated the plants for 1 hour and sampled by 
dissecting leaf samples with a 1D system as above, briefly: square-1 (in the middle 
of the left half of a leaf) as infiltration spot and then laterally towards the midvein 
square-2 as non-vascular leaf tissue, square-3 as the midvein and square-4 as non-
vascular leaf tissue. 
In my analysis I wanted to measure how bulk RNA-seq datasets compared to 
spatially collected ones by using the number of detectable DE genes. I 
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hypothesised that the spatial analysis of the small, local treatment spot (square-
1) and its surroundings (square-2, square-3 and square-4) would reveal more and 
distinct types (or waves) of flg22 responsive DE genes than a bulk analysis would 
– especially of rarer transcripts. To measure the effect of spatial information alone 
I simulated an in silico flg22 bulk experiment by combining the data from flg22 or 
water treated square-1 with the other untreated squares-2, 3 and 4 of the same 
leaf. I then called the treatment responsive DE genes from the bulk files, detecting 
65 DE genes (39 higher expressed, 26 lower expressed) 1 hour after flg22 
infiltration. I detected 887 more DE genes (952 in total) by comparing the single 
squares of the flg22 and water infiltration dataset: 646 DE genes for square-1 (416 
higher, 230 lower expressed), 401 DE genes for square-2 (306 higher, 95 lower 
expressed), 9 DE genes for square-3 (8 higher, 1 lower expressed) and any DE 
genes for square-4 (see: Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: 
‘Infilt_spatial_vs_bulk_DEgenes’ and ‘Infilt_spatial_vs_bulk_DEgenes’). In 
contrast comparing the gene lists of the in-silico bulk and spatial analysis I 
detected that 4 DE genes were exclusively called from the bulk dataset and 64 
genes were shared by both datasets. 
To identify the biological processes uncovered by my transcriptomics experiments 
I performed a GO-term enrichment analysis on the spatial flg22 related DE-gene 
datasets. From all (952) DE genes I obtained 168 enriched GO-terms. Among them 
I observed many biological processes, which grouped under the GO parent terms:  
‘response to organonitrogen compound’, ‘jasmonic acid metabolism’, ‘regulation 
of reactive oxygen species metabolism’, ‘respiratory burst’, etc. (Figure 4B) and so 
can be associated with stress and defence responses. 
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Figure 4 Elicitation of early A. thaliana defence response genes by infiltrating the bacterial 
peptide flg22: (A) To provide a strong stress stimulus I used syringe infiltration of either 500 nM 
flg22 or, as a control, water on a small area of the abaxial side of a leaf (square-1). 1 hour after 
infiltration I dissected 4 squares of a lateral leaf section with square-1 being the infiltration spot, 
square-2 and square-4 untreated, non-vascular leaf tissue and square-3 as midvein. The figure (B) 
shows the REVIGO [136] treemap of the detected 168 GO-terms grouped under parent terms such 
as: ‘response to organonitrogen compound’, ‘jasmonic acid metabolism’, ‘amine catabolism’, 
‘regulation of reactive oxygen species metabolism’, ‘phenol-containing compound metabolism’, 
‘respiratory burst’, ’secondary metabolite synthesis’, ‘ethylene biosynthesis’, ‘oleofin metabolism’, 
‘antibiotic metabolism’, ‘circadian rhythm’, ‘reactive oxygen metabolism’ and ‘flavonoid 
metabolism’. The size of each rectangle relates to the absolute log10(q-value) – the larger the 
more significant. 
Early elicited flg22 response genes of local, fine-scale 
stimulation 
To study an initial pathogen encounter I analysed data from a milder stimulus 
method than the above described syringe infiltration: 6 biological A. thaliana 
replicates were exposed to deposition of 1 µl of 500 nM flg22 on square-3 of the 
abaxial side of a leaf and 1 µl of water (internal control) on square-6 (equivalent 
locations due to leaf bilateral symmetry). After one hour the treated leaf area was 
extracted as a 1D lateral cross-section containing 8 separate 1 mm2 squares 
(Figure 5A and Table 3). I was interested in DE genes at the site of flg22 spotting 
(square-3) and in adjacent sections (square-2 and square-4) as I reasoned that the 
plant would respond to the MAMP locally at first and then responses via signalling 
to adjacent tissues and the rest of the plant. I called DE genes by comparing the 
flg22 with the water droplet spots (square-3 vs square-6) and the adjacent 
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sections with their corresponding bilateral equivalents (square-2 vs square-7 and 
square-4 vs square-5). Due to the milder stimulus in comparison to the flg22 
infiltration dataset I expected the number of DE genes could be lower than in the 
syringe infiltration experiment where I detected 952 DE genes. Indeed, I identified 
a lower number of 523 DE genes (491 higher expressed, 32 lower expressed) for 
the droplet spot, and 5 DE genes in the adjacent sections (1 higher expressed DE-
gene in the square-4 square-5 comparison and 4 higher expressed DE genes in the 
square-2 vs square 7 comparison). Thus, in total I detected 526 individual DE 
genes. 
I compared both droplet spotting and syringe infiltration datasets (each dataset 
was collected 1 hour after flg22 exposure) for biological processes using GO-term 
enrichment. Both experiments produced a similar number of enriched GO-terms 
with 159 biological processes enriched in the droplet spotting dataset and 168 
biological processes enriched in the infiltration dataset, with an overlap of 132 
biological processes (83.0 % of the spotting dataset and 78.5 % of the infiltration 
dataset) between both datasets (Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Spotting_DE 
genes’ and ‘Spotting_GOterms’). The percentage of shared, enriched GO-terms 
indicated the presence of a similar plant response to flg22 in both experiments 
despite the difference in stimulus strength.  
I measured the DE genes with the 253 FLARE genes described by seedling and cell 
culture flg22 exposure experiment of Navarro et al. [134] 
(Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘FLARE_Navarro_reference’). I found that the 
DE genes of the droplet spotting experiment contained 24.90 % FLARE genes (63 
of 253 genes). These consisted of 32 FLARE genes associated with signal 
transduction, 11 genes associated with roles in signal perception, 14 with known 
or putative roles as effector proteins and 9 FLARE genes identified by Navarro et 
al. as ‘other’ FLAREs (Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Infilt_spot_FLARE-
overlap’). I found a slightly higher number in the infiltration experiment: 80 DE 
genes were shared with the 253 FLARE genes (31.62 %) with 39 genes associated 
with signal transduction, 16 genes in signal perception, 15 genes with known or 
putative roles as effector proteins and 11 genes with other functions 
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(Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Infilt_spot_FLARE-overlap’). Interestingly the 
percentage of known FLARE and the number of enriched biological processes was 
higher in the infiltration than the spotting experiment (possibly suggesting other 
processes are triggered by infiltration). 
I was interested in the spatial expression patterns of the 63 shared FLARE genes 
between my droplet spotting experiment and the Navarro et al. dataset. For this I 
visualised the expression patterns of the FLAREs across the studied leaf area. All 
63 FLARE genes showed high expression levels at the area of flg22 exposure in 
comparison to adjacent leaf squares (Figure 6B). To study the expression profiles 
of the remaining 460 DE genes identified in the flg22 droplet spotting experiment, 
I affinity propagation clustered [137] these DE genes based on their spatial 
expression patterns and visualised the expression profile of each cluster (Figure 
5C). I identified three gene clusters: two of the three clusters contained genes with 
higher expression levels at or adjacent to the area of flg22 treatment and one 
cluster contained a group of lower expressed genes at the flg22 treated area 
(Figure 5C). 
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Figure 5 Elicitation of early A. thaliana defence response genes by droplet depositing the 
bacterial peptide flg22: (A) As a milder stress stimulus than flg22 syringe infiltration a 1 µl droplet 
of 500 nM flg22 and, as an internal control, water was pipetted on the abaxial surface of a leaf. 1 
hour after droplet deposition a lateral section was dissected into 8 squares with square-1 and 
square-8 as leaf margins, square-3 as flg22 treated spot, square-6 as water treated spot and 
square-5 as midvein. Image (B) shows an overlay of the spatial expression patterns of the 63 FLARE 
genes characterised by Navarro et al. [134] present in our dataset. Each group is coloured 
separately, the average expression of each FLARE group is shown as the dashed line. Image (C) 
shows the spatial expression of all 523 detected DE genes grouped in three different clusters. From 
left to right: One cluster (1) contains genes which are lower expressed at the flg22 treatment area, 
two clusters contain genes with higher expression at the flg22 treatment spot in comparison to 
adjacent areas but with narrower (2) and broader (3) spatial expression. The yellow background in 
the plot indicates the flg22 treated area, the blue background indicates the water treated control 
area. 
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I analysed all clusters for enriched biological processes using GO-term analysis. I 
could not detect any enrichment in biological processes for the cluster containing 
the DE genes which were lower expressed at the flg22 site. The two clusters with 
expression peaks at the site of flg22 stimulation however enriched 135 and 122 
biological processes. Of all biological processes 100 were shared between both 
clusters and 35 as well as 22 biological processes unique for each cluster 
respectively (Chapter2_additional_file1.pdf: ‘Early plant response of local, fine-
scale flg22 stimulation’ and Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Spotting_DE 
genes_3-clusters’). This suggests that biological processes (host responses) could 
be associated with the spatial expression profiles of their corresponding genes. To 
study this further I used the affinity propagation clustering algorithm [137] to 
determine the number of clusters without a specified cluster number preference 
value. This grouped the 523 DE genes into 36 more tightly resolved spatial 
expression clusters, comprising 35 clusters with between three and 57 genes and 
a single cluster containing only one gene (Figure 6A). 28 of 35 clusters were 
enriched for biological processes (Chapter2_additional_file3.csv). To test if 
different spatial expression patterns enrich different biological processes, I 
correlated all multi-gene clusters based on the presence / absence of all enriched 
GO-terms. I saw little overlap in biological processes between clusters, indicating 
that each spatial expression cluster enriched slightly different GO-terms. (Figure 
6B and Chapter2_Additional_file3.csv). 
  




Figure 6 Unsupervised clustering of flg22 elicited DE genes and GO-term correlation matrix of 
the predicted clusters: (A) shows the expression profiles of the 523 flg22 elicited DE genes grouped 
to 36 clusters precisely clustered according to their spatial expression pattern across the tested 
leaf area. Many of the clusters show differences in their induction profile at the site of flg22 
deposition (yellow background) but also differences in expression at the water treated area (blue 
background) or the expression at the leaf boarders. (B) shows the correlation analysis of the 
enriched GO-terms from the genes of the spatial clusters shown in (A) – 28 clusters grouped with 
hierarchical clustering for enriched GO-terms. 
Characterisation of spatial regulatory elements 
I characterised the expression patterns of the 36 obtained clusters in Figure 6. 11 
clusters (1, 2, 6, 8, 12, 15, 23, 25, 28, 30, 35) showed a peak of higher expression 
at the site of flg22 perception. 14 clusters (3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 14, 18, 19, 21, 22, 26, 
29, 32, 33) indicated spatially elevated gene expression patterns with higher 
expression also at sites adjacent to the area of flg22 perception. The remaining 11 
clusters showed less clear expression profiles (Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: 
‘Spotting_DE-genes-affinity-prop’).  
To identify plant regulatory elements that are potentially involved in MAMP 
perception and signal propagation to adjacent areas, I selected DE genes 
belonging to the flg22 locally and adjacently elevated clusters, and then filtered 
the genes for the TAIR-10 [138] GO-terms ‘receptor’ and ‘transcription’. This 
included the leucine-rich repeat receptor like kinase (LRR-RLK) RLK7 (cluster 1) 
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which was locally elevated, whereas the LRR-RLK CERK1 and the serine/threonine-
protein kinase PSKR1 while strongly elevated at the area of flg22 perception were 
also broadly expressed throughout all sites (cluster 7). I detected a larger set of 48 
DE genes associated with transcriptional processes. WRKY (15 genes, Figure 7), 
ERF (8 genes) and MYB (4 genes) transcription factor family members [139–141] 
were the most abundant in my dataset. 
 
Figure 7 Spatial expression profile of all 15 detected DE WRKY transcription factors in my dataset: 
All detected DE WRKY transcription factors were higher expressed at the area of flg22 droplet 
spotting (yellow background) in comparison to the water exposed control area (blue background). 
The majority of WRKY transcription factors shows spatial expression profiles which indicate 
elevated expression in areas adjacent to the droplet deposition spot sq3 (i.e. area sq1, sq2 and 
sq4). 
To start to understand the possible gene regulatory network controlling this 
spatial expression I used the TF2Network software [142] to search for putative 
regulatory interactions between these 48 DE genes i.e. by transcription factor 
binding. The resulting gene networks are built from genes with at least one target 
and a q-value < 0.01 (Chapter2_additional_file1.pdf: ‘Characterisation of spatial 
regulatory elements’). These linked 4 transcription factors of which all belonged 
to the WRKY family (WRKY11, WRKY15, WRKY17 and WRKY47) to 388 other DE 
genes indicating a possible regulatory network (TF2Network authors suggest their 
tools has a very low false positive rate, whilst being sensitive enough to detect 75-
92% of correct links). Of the detected transcription factors WRKY17 (cluster 4) and 
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WRKY47 (cluster 8) were associated with local expression patterns, whereas 
WRKY11 (cluster 10) and WRKY15 (cluster 10) showed spatially wider expression.  
 
 
Figure 8 Spatial expression profile of WRKY11, WRKY15, WRKY17 and WRKY47: In my analysis 
the four transcription factors were associated with a potential role in contributing to the control 
of spatial expression. All four transcription factors are higher expressed at the area of flg22 
exposure (yellow background), whereas at the area of water exposure (blue background) gene 
expression is not peaking. Especially WRKY11 and WRKY15 show a wider expression profile which 
is also elevated in adjacent squares to the sq3 flg22 droplet spot. 
Discussion 
The ability to profile gene expression patterns in small specific areas without bulk 
sequencing provides access to lower level transcripts, especially tissue and cell 
specific ones [3, 16, 20, 143–145]. Spatial, low RNA-input transcriptomics methods 
allow deeper insights in how an organism develops and reacts to its environment 
than conventional ‘gross-scale ‘ RNA-seq methods [15, 16, 20]. By combining rapid 
dissection with ST-seq, I was able to reconstruct spatial transcriptional differences 
across organs and localised defence responses. 
Although some specialised protocols are already available to profile 
transcriptomes from minute input amounts such as single-cells [7, 129], or even 
nuclei [130, 131], these detailed techniques do not retain the spatial information 
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of a starting tissue and any time-consuming experimental procedures to preserve 
spatial data could induce experimental bias by altering the transcriptome. For 
spatial analyses in plants LCM [25, 132] methods for fine-scale transcriptome 
analyses are available, however, these procedures are time-consuming and this 
limits the scale of the application. Large scale spatial analysis have been 
performed in the past [38], but still required bulk sampling of material by pooling 
multiple replicates. Methods relying on sample dissection and reaction-tube 
processing of tissue sections to sequencing libraries have already proven to be 
able to identify transcripts patterns in the zebrafish embryo [20] allowing to 
process multiple samples easily for modelling the transcriptome landscape of an 
entire organism. Recently Giacomello et al. [15] published a workflow to blot the 
transcriptome landscape from permeabilised plant tissues by vertical diffusion 
onto a slide containing an array of barcoded primers and on slide library 
construction which maintained the mRNA’s location via the barcode. This method, 
for the first time in plants, allowed access to spatial transcriptome data in thin 
tissue slices of plant organs with a great level of resolution. However, gathering 
and optimisation of permeabilization conditions of thin tissue sections can be 
challenging especially if the tissue due to the volume and shape of the sample, are 
not suitable to be processed on an array and the workflow is only commercially 
accessible. 
Plants grow in a microbiologically rich environment with their own microbiomes 
and even symbionts [146], but they are also attacked by pathogens, pests, 
herbivores and other biotic stresses [147]. As plants can’t move away from attacks 
they defend themselves using molecular and cellular biology responses, however 
overstimulation of these processes leads to stunted development and lower 
fitness [55]. As plants must balance the need to defend themselves against 
constant plant-microbial interactions and attack [55] I hypothesised that local 
attacks might be integrated into a plant-wide defence response decision. Yet there 
are no appropriate assays to measure the molecular and cell biology changes at 
the required resolution. Here, I demonstrate a novel millimetre-scale method to 
pursue spatial transcriptomics experiments in plants in an easy manner based on 
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easily accessible methods in sequencing library construction and bioinformatics 
tools. 
I developed a robust micro-spatial expression methodology that enables the 
creation of transcriptome level maps from very small amounts of any eukaryotic 
tissue. Key advantages of the method are (a) a 96-well format mRNA extraction 
protocol to rapidly lyse and extract mRNA from small leaf areas, (b) an optimised 
SMART [148] based reverse transcription protocol to generate full length ds-cDNA 
from leaf mRNA and (c) a cost optimised Illumina Nextera reaction to 
enzymatically fragment ds-cDNA to Illumina libraries. The ST-seq workflow 
evolved by transferring elements from existing single-cell RNA-seq methods [149, 
150] from animal systems to plants and refining these methods for stable, low-
cost generation of sequencing libraries from small amounts of RNA starting 
material. This allows the design of experiments in which spatial information is 
required but only small pieces of tissue can be obtained. In the process of method 
development, I tested and included several features to efficiently generate double 
stranded cDNA (ds-cDNA) with reduced PCR amplification in both ds-cDNA 
synthesis and subsequent amplification after Nextera tagmentation. I introduced 
sample specific barcodes in the Nextera amplification step to allow pooling of 
2,304 of samples per sequencing run. This optimisation altogether allowed me to 
construct sequencing libraries by hand for just £ 6.00 per library (Table 2 and 
Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Costs’) in comparison to £ 65.56 for an Illumina 
TruSeq library (RS-122-2001, Illumina) or £ 62.60 for a SMARTer PCR cDNA 
Synthesis Kit library (634926, TaKaRa). 
In my benchmarking experiments I compared the ST-seq workflow with the widely 
used Illumina TruSeq sequencing protocol and show that the ST-seq method 
compares well with this common commercial RNA-seq protocol; (see: 
Chapter2_additional_file1.pdf: ‘Comparison of RNA sequencing library 
methods’). I also show that ST-seq can detect transcript level differences across 
1D leaf sections in distinct leaf elements such as leaf margins or vascular tissues 
and that spatial mapping of transcript levels to specific sections of leaves is 
possible, which allows drawing of transcriptional expression profiles across 
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tissues. This easily used, low cost protocol makes feasible experiments that 
require spatial transcriptome analysis. 
To apply the ST-seq method for studying biotic actions I challenged A. thaliana 
leaves with the bacterial peptide flg22, a conserved 22 amino acid sequence of 
the bacteria flagellin protein, which to the plant indicates an encounter with 
potentially pathogenic bacteria [151]. Plants recognize such potential threats as 
the pathogenic cell surface molecules, so called MAMPs, perceived by the plant 
Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRRs) on the plant cell surface [54]. This event 
initiates an intracellular plant signalling cascade leading eventually to immunity or 
disease [55, 76]. In my experiments I could detect the triggering of immune and 
defence response related biological processes and show that the results obtained 
by RNA-seq are independently reproducible using qRT-PCR 
(Chapter2_additional_file1.pdf: ‘Validation of flg22 induced local plant response 
genes using qRT-PCR’). I was able to find overlap in my data with already 
described flg22 elicited (FLARE) genes from a gross-scale experiment using a 
strong stimulus [134]. In comparative analyses of my dataset with the spatial 
expression patterns of the described FLARE genes I was able to identify genes 
which share similar spatial expression and are potential novel FLARE genes. 
Cluster based analysis of spatial expression data revealed sets of genes with highly 
similar expression profiles enriched in distinct biological processes; including 
FLARE genes to which I add new and increased expression resolution. 
Characterisation of spatial cluster expression profiles highlighted plant regulatory 
elements with local or spatially elevated expression levels and so potential short 
distance signal propagators upon flg22 stimulus. 
Material and Methods 
Plant growing conditions 
I used 4 – 6 week old A. thaliana Col-0 plants that were grown in a controlled 
environment room with an 8 hours light, 16-hour dark cycle at a constant 
temperature of 22 °C and 70 % humidity. 
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Flg22 exposure experiments 
Before flg22 treatment experiments, I transferred the plants from the controlled 
environment room to a laboratory working bench (room with constant light 
exposure and temperature). To elicit plant responses with flg22 I either syringe 
infiltrated [152] the peptide or spotted a droplet of flg22 on a leaf using a pipette. 
To produce small, local infiltration spots I used a 1 ml syringe (BS01T, R&L 
Slaughter Ltd, Basildon, UK) loaded with 500 nM flg22 peptide solution. By 
application of mild pressure on the plunger of the syringe when infiltrating I 
produced an approximately 2 - 3 mm diameter infiltration spot on the left-hand 
side of a leaf. In parallel to flg22 infiltration I produced an infiltration series with 
DNase/RNase-free water as control. The plants were subsequently incubated on 
the laboratory working bench for 1 hour until sampling. 
For the flg22 spotting experiment 1 µl droplet of 500 nM flg22 was loaded on the 
abaxial surface of a leaf using a pipette (diameter approximately 1 mm). The flg22 
was pipetted onto the left half of the leaf and a 1 µl droplet of the water control 
droplet spotted on the right half of the leaf. After spotting the plants were 
incubated for 1 hour on the laboratory bench before sampling. The concentration 
of flg22 was used as described by Zhang et al. [153]. 
Leaf sectioning and sample harvesting 
I used single margin razor blades (T586, Agar Scientific Ltd., Stansted, UK) to cut 
leaves into approximately 1 mm2 small leaf squares (Figure 9). To create a clean 
surface for cutting I used the pealed, non-sticky paper cover of a 96-well plate seal 
(AB0580, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA). With a previously in RNaseZAP 
(AM9780, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) washed and air-dried forceps 
(T083, TAAB Laboratories Equipment Ltd, Berks, UK) I transferred each leaf square 
immediately after cutting into a well of a 96-well plate (E1403-0100-C, Starlab, 
Milton Keynes, UK) which I had pre-cooled on a 96-well metal block in dry ice (- 70 
⁰C), or alternatively, a dry-ice cooled 1.5 ml tube (10051232, Fisher Scientific, 
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Loughborough, UK). The sample wells of 96-well plates were sealed using domed 
PCR cap strips (AB0602, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA). Post harvesting 
the samples were stored at -80 ⁰C until use. 
 
Figure 9 Cutting technique to obtain 1 mm2 leaf squares: To dissect leaf strips at a width of 1 mm 
(a) two single margin razor blades were held together and (b) a cross section dissected from a leaf. 
With a fresh pair of razor blades (or alternatively a ruler), the so obtained leaf strip is dissected 
into small 1 mm2 areas, which immediately upon dissection are transferred to a dry ice cooled 96-
well plate or 1.5 ml tube. 
Leaf sample lysis and preparation for mRNA extraction 
To lyse the leaf samples stored in 1.5 ml tubes I first added 10 µl lysis buffer 
composed of 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 (BP1757, Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, 
UK), 500 mM LiCl (L7026, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), 10 mM EDTA pH 8.0 
(E7889, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), 1 % LiDS (L4632, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, 
USA), 5 mM DTT (18064014, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) to each 
sample immediately after removing the sample tube from the cold storage. 
I subsequently ground the leaf sections in lysis buffer using polypropylene pestles 
(Z359947, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), which, before use, were washed with 
RNaseZAP (R2020, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, USA, three times with 80% ethanol 
(32221, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) rinsed with UltraPure DNase/RNase-free 
distilled Water (10977049, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) and air-dried 
after washing. After sample lysis I transferred the lysate to an ice-cooled 96-well 
plate and continued with the mRNA extraction. 
Samples stored in 96-well plates were lysed by using 1 mm diameter grade 1000 
hardened 1010 carbon steel ball bearings (Simply Bearings Ltd, Leigh, UK). For this, 
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before use of the ball bearings, I treated a bulk batch sequentially with RNaseZAP 
and DNA AWAY, after this washed the ball bearings three times with 80% ethanol 
and transferred them to sterile screw-cap 2.0 ml tubes (E1420-2341, Starlab, 
Milton Keynes, UK) and heat dried with a slightly loosened lid on a 95 ⁰C heating 
block (N2400-4001, Starlab, Milton Keynes, UK). 
To lyse the collected leaf samples stored in a 96-well plate, I transferred the 96-
well plate to a dry ice temperature cooled 96-well metal block. I carefully opened 
the domed PCR cap lids to avoid sample spillage and added 4 – 6 (room 
temperature) ball bearings to each sample well. After this I transferred 10 µl lysis 
buffer to each well and re-sealed the plate with new domed PCR cap lids, and 
immediately proceeded to the 2010 Geno/Grinder (SPEX SamplePrep, Stanmore, 
UK) disrupting the samples for 30 seconds at 1,750 rpm. I gathered the sampled 
using a centrifuge (Centrifuge 5910 R, Eppendorf UK Ltd, Stevenage, UK) for 10 
seconds at 2,000 rcf. A strongly green-coloured solution without any remaining 
solid leaf material indicated good sample lysis. If satisfactory sample lysis was not 
achieved, I disrupted the samples again for another 10 seconds on the 2010 
Geno/Grinder at 1,750 rpm and centrifuged for 30 seconds at 2,000 rcf. I 
immediately transferred the lysis solutions into a new 96-well plate using a 10 µl 
multichannel pipette. After transfer of the lysis solutions, I stored the new 96-well 
plate on ice, discarded the 96-well plate containing the ball bearings and 
proceeded immediately with mRNA extraction. 
Leaf mRNA purification 
The leaf tissue mRNA was purified using 1 µl NEBNext Poly(A) mRNA Magnetic 
Isolation Module oligo-dT(25) beads (E7490, New England Biolabs Ltd, Hitchin, UK) 
per extraction. Before the extraction the required volume of oligo-dT(25) 
magnetic beads was washed twice in 200 µl lysis buffer on a DynaMag-2 Magnet 
rack (12321D, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) and resuspended in 10 µl 
lysis buffer for each 1 µl oligo-dT(25) beads input volume. The beads were mixed 
by a quick vortex and 10 µl of the resuspended beads were transferred to each 
well of the 96-well plate containing the lysis solutions. The wells were sealed with 
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domed PCR cap strips, the 96-well plate vortexed briefly and attached to a tube 
rotator (444-0502, VWR International Ltd, Luterworth, UK) with adhesive tape. 
After 10 minutes rotation on room temperature I collected the lysis solution at the 
bottom of the wells by spinning the plate for 10 seconds at 2,000 rcf and pelleted 
the oligo-dT(25) magnetic beads on a 96-ring magnetic plate (A001219, Alpaqua, 
Beverly, USA). Using a multichannel pipette I washed the oligo-dT(25) magnetic 
beads twice with 50 µl Wash Buffer A (10mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 0.15M LiCl, 1mM 
EDTA, 0.1% LiDS) and once with Wash Buffer B (10mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.15M LiCl, 
1mM EDTA). After washing I centrifuged the plate for 10 seconds at 2,000 x rcf to 
collect the remaining Wash Buffer B at the bottom of the tube, pelleted the oligo-
dT(25) magnetic beads on a magnet and removed the remaining volume of Wash 
Buffer B with a multichannel pipette. The oligo-dT(25) beads were resuspended 
immediately in 8 µl DNase/RNase-free water, incubated for 2 minutes at 80 ⁰C on 
a G-Storm GS1 thermal cycler (G-Storm, Somerton, UK), then immediately 
pelleted on a 96-ring magnetic plate to elute the mRNA off and separate from the 
oligo-dT(25) beads. The solutions containing the purified mRNA were immediately 
transferred to a new 96-well plate, which was placed in a - 80 ⁰C freezer until 
needed. At this step the mRNA is not quality controlled, this is performed after 
the ds-cDNA synthesis step. 
Double-stranded cDNA synthesis reaction 
For ds-cDNA synthesis I used a protocol based on the template switching 
mechanism of the reverse transcriptase enzymes [148]. Briefly: 2.50 µl extracted 
mRNA was mixed (on ice) with 2 µl 5x First Strand buffer (18064014, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA), 1 µl 10 mM dNTPs (10297018, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, USA), 1 µl 5’-biotinylated 10 µM STRT-V3-T30-VN 
oligonucleotide: 5’-
/5Biosg/TTAAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGTCGACTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
TTTVN-3’ (Integrated DNA Technologies, Leuven, BE), 1 µl 20 mM DTT (18064014, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA), 0.10 µl 40 U/µl RNase Inhibitor (M0314S, 
New England Biolabs Ltd, Hitchin, UK), 0.25 µl 10 µM template switching oligo 5’-
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AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGTGCAGUGCUTGATGATGGrGrGrG-3’ (Integrated 
DNA Technologies, Leuven, BE), 0.30 µl 200 U/µl SuperScript II Reverse 
Transcriptase (18064014, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA), 0.30 µl 100 
µM MnCl2 (M1787, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and 1.55 µl DNase/RNase-free 
water to a total reaction volume of 10 µl. The reverse transcription reaction was 
run in a G-Storm GS1 thermal cycler for 90 minutes at 42 ⁰C with additional 10 
minutes at 72 ⁰C to inactivate the reverse transcriptase. After reverse 
transcription I immediately added 2 µl RNase H (M0297S, New England Biolabs 
Ltd, Hitchin, UK) diluted to 0.5 U/µl (5 U/µl stock concentration) to the reaction 
and incubated the reaction in the GS1 thermal cycler for 30 minutes at 37 ⁰C. The 
RNase H treated reactions were purified using a 0.83x (10 µl) AMPure XP bead 
ratio (Beckman Coulter, High Wycombe, UK) and eluted in 18 µl 1x TE buffer. After 
this step I added 5 µl 5x Kapa HiFi PCR buffer (KK2102, KAPA BioSystems, 
Wilmington, USA), 0.75 µl 10 mM dNTPs, 0.75 µl 10 µM PCR+G primer 5’-
GAAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGT-3’ (Integrated DNA Technologies, Leuven, BE) 
and 0.50 µl 1 U/µl Kapa HiFi polymerase (KK2102, KAPA BioSystems, Wilmington, 
USA) to the cleaned ds-cDNA resulting in a total reaction volume of 25 µl and 
amplified the ds-cDNA in a G-Storm GS1 thermal cycler according to the following 
programme: (1) 3 minutes at 94 ⁰C, (2) 17 cycles with 30 seconds at 94 ⁰C, 30 
seconds at 63 ⁰C and 1 minute 30 seconds at 72 ⁰C, (3) a final elongation step for 
5 minutes at 72 ⁰C. The amplified libraries were purified using a 1x (25 µl) AMPure 
XP bead ratio and eluted in 20 µl 1x TE buffer. The ds-cDNA libraries could be 
stored at this point in a -20 ⁰C freezer. Before continuing with Illumina sequencing 
library preparation, I measured the ds-cDNA library concentrations with the Qubit 
2.0 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) dsDNA HS Assay Kit 
reagents (Q32854, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) and also assessed the 
size distributions of randomly picked libraries on an Agilent Bioanalyser (G2939BA, 
Agilent Technologies, Stockport, UK) using the Agilent High Sensitivity DNA Kit 
(5067-4626, Agilent Technologies, Stockport, UK). 
At later stages I modified the ds-cDNA synthesis integrating elements of the 
Smart-seq2 protocol [154]. The reverse transcription reactions of ST-seq-1.0 (as 
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described above) and Smart-seq2 were already highly similar, but Smart-seq2 had 
proven to require less hands-on time than the ST-seq-1.0 reverse transcription 
workflow. ST-seq-1.1 integrates elements of the Smart-seq2 library preparation 
workflow with minor modifications: Smart-seq2 uses single-cells sorted into a 2 % 
v/v Triton-X100 buffer as reverse transcription template. Instead of single-cells I 
supply previously extracted mRNA in DNase/RNase-free water to the reaction. 
Smart-seq2 further uses Illumina Nextera XT kit reagents in half-volume reactions 
at a cost of £ 14.52 per sample. With an additional reduction of the reaction 
volumes and optimisation of the reaction conditions (see below) I reduced the 
costs of this step to £ 2.12 per reaction. 
ST-seq-1.1 ds-cDNA synthesis is performed as follows (Figure 10):2.50 µl extracted 
mRNA were combined with 1 µl 10 µM Smart-seq2 Oligo-dT30VN (5’-
AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGTACTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTVN-3’, 
Integrated DNA Technologies, Leuven, BE) and 1 µl 10 mM dNTPs to a total volume 
of 4.5 µl (on ice). To anneal the Smart-seq2 Oligo-dT30VN I incubated the library 
for 30 seconds at 72 ⁰C and snap-cooled the mixture on ice. The reverse 
transcription was conducted by adding the following reagents (while keeping the 
reaction plate on ice) to the reaction with a final reaction volume of 10 µl: 2 µl 5x 
First Strand buffer, 2 µl 5 M betaine (B0300, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), 0.06 µl 
1 M MgCl2 (AM9530G, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA), 0.5 µl 100 mM 
DTT, 0.25 µl 40 U/µl RNase Inhibitor (2313A, Takara Clontech, Mountain View, 
USA), 0.10 µl 10 µM Smart-seq2 template switching oligo (5′-
AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGTACATrGrG+G-3′, Exiqon, Vedbaek, DK), 0.50 µl 
200 U/µl SuperScript II Reverse Transcriptase, and 0.09 µl DNase/RNase-free 
water. I performed the reverse transcription reaction for (1) 90 minutes at 42 ⁰C, 
(2) 15 cycles with 2 minutes at 50 ⁰C and 2 minutes at 42 ⁰C and finally (3) 15 
minutes at 70 ⁰C. After reverse transcription I added 12.50 µl 2x Kapa HiFi HotStart 
ReadyMix (KK2601, KAPA BioSystems, Wilmington, USA), 0.25 µl 10 µM Smart-
seq2 IS-PCR primers (5’-AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGT-3’, Integrated DNA 
Technologies, Leuven, BE) and 2.25 µl DNase/RNase-free water to the reaction 
resulting in a total volume of 15 µl per reaction. Amplification was performed in a 
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G-Storm GS1 cycler according to the programme: (1) 3 minutes at 98 ⁰C, (2) 15 
cycles with 20 seconds at 98 ⁰C, 15 seconds at 67 ⁰C and 6 minutes at 72 ⁰C and a 
(3) final elongation step for 5 minutes at 72 ⁰C. The PCR reactions were purified 
using a 0.65x (9.75 µl) AMPure XP clean-up and eluted in 20 µl 1x TE buffer. After 
clean-up I measured the ds-cDNA library concentrations with the Qubit 2.0 
Fluorometer dsDNA HS Assay Kit reagents (yields between 10 ng/µl and 20 ng/µl 
per ds-cDNA amplification reaction can be expected) and loaded randomly 
selected libraries on the Agilent Bioanalyser using the Agilent High Sensitivity DNA 
Kit before continuing with Illumina sequencing library preparation (Figure 11). 
 
Figure 10 Diagram of ST-seq 1.1 working steps and timings: Starting from leaf squares the 
protocol can be conducted in approximately two days, performing the mRNA extraction and 
synthesis of ds-cDNA steps on day one, preparing the DNA for the Nextera reaction overnight and 
performing the Nextera reaction and Nextera reaction quality control on the second day. 
 
Figure 11 Double stranded cDNA traces of six different leaf areas amplified using the ST-seq-1.1 
workflow: Sample 1 – 6 show High Sensitivity Bioanalyser ds-cDNA traces amplified using the ST-
seq-1.1 workflow. The peaks at ~ 35 and ~ 13,380 bp are ladder peaks spiked into the reaction to 
calculate smear sizes. Successful amplification of ds-cDNA is indicated by a smear from 150 bp 
upwards peaking at ~ 1.0 – 1.5 kb, with few small amplified fragments and without amplified 
primer dimers. Similar to the data presented by Picelli et al. in [149]. 
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Illumina library preparation from ds-cDNA 
I prepared Illumina sequencing libraries using an Illumina Nextera (FC-121-1030, 
Illumina Cambridge, UK) based protocol with minor modifications: I exclusively 
used the Tagment DNA Enzyme 1 and the Tagment DNA Buffer and amplified the 
tagmented DNA with the Kapa 2G Robust Polymerase (KK5024, Sigma Aldrich, St. 
Louis, USA). I used custom Nextera barcodes that allow to multiplex hundreds of 
samples (Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Nextera_adapters’) [155].  
I reduced the costs of the library preparation by reducing the total tagmentation 
reaction volume to 5 µl (from 50 µl as recommended) with 1 ng ds-cDNA library 
input and using less enzyme. I performed a titration experiment of Tagment DNA 
Enzyme vs. 1 ng of selected ds-cDNA libraries aiming for Illumina sequencing 
libraries with a modal insert size distribution in the range of 400-500 bp (base 
pairs) with little short insert fragments and found that 0.1 µl Nextera enzyme was 
optimal.  
The Nextera reactions were performed by combining 1 ng of ds-cDNA (air-dried 
over-night at room temperature in a drawer with the 96-well plate loosely covered 
to allow evaporation of liquid) with 2.5 µl 2 x Nextera buffer, 2.4 µl water and 0.1 
µl Nextera enzyme on ice. The tagmentation plate was immediately transferred 
for 5 minutes at 55 ⁰C on a G-Storm GS1 thermal cycler. Meanwhile I prepared a 
fresh 96-well plate with 2.0 µl 2.5 µM P5 and 2.0 µl 2.5 µM P7 custom multiplexing 
primers (Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Nextera_adapters’). After 
tagmentation I transferred the tagmentation reactions to the previously prepared 
96-well plate containing the sequencing adapters (see above) and added the 
following to each well: 5.00 µl 5 x Kapa 2G Robust Buffer, 0.50 µl 10 mM dNTPs, 
0.10 µl 5 U / µl Kapa 2G Robust Polymerase, 10.4 µl water to a total final volume 
of 25 µl. 
Amplification was performed on a GStorm GS-1 cycler using the following 
program: (1) 3 minutes at 72 ⁰C, 1 minute at 95 ⁰C (2) 11 cycles of 10 seconds at 
95 ⁰C, 30 seconds at 65 ⁰C, 2 minutes 30 seconds at 72 ⁰C (2) a final elongation 
step for 2 minutes 30 seconds at 72⁰C. After amplification I purified the libraries 
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using a 0.64x ratio (16 µl) AMPure XP beads, eluted the libraries in 20 µl 1x TE 
buffer, measured the library yields with the Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer dsDNA HS 
Assay Kit reagents (yields between 5 ng/µl and 10 ng/µl per library can be 
expected)  and assessed the size distributions of randomly selected libraries on 
the Agilent Bioanalyser with the Agilent High Sensitivity DNA Kit (Figure 12). 
 
Figure 12 Illumina Nextera library pool constructed from double stranded cDNA: The image 
shows a High Sensitivity Bioanalyser electropherogram of a final Illumina Nextera library pool that 
was submitted for successful sequencing. The smear of the Illumina library starts at ~ 300bp and 
peaks between 500 – 600bp without containing primer dimers. Similar to the library smear 
presented by Picelli et al. in [149]. 
Sample pooling and sequencing 
For sequencing, all library concentrations were determined using the Qubit 2.0 
Fluorometer with dsDNA HS Assay kit reagents and pooled at equal molarity. The 
profile and concentration of the final library pool was assessed on the Agilent 
Bioanalyser using Agilent High Sensitivity DNA Kit Sequencing reagents. After this 
the pooled samples were shipped to the Earlham Institute for sequencing. Quality 
control and data demultiplexing was performed by the Earlham Institute 
Genomics Pipelines facilities. Samples were sequenced using Illumina HiSeq2500 
50 base single-end rapid run sequencing for the A. thaliana wounding and A. 
thaliana flg22 infiltration datasets Illumina NextSeq500 75 base single-end for the 
A. thaliana untreated leaf dataset and Illumina HiSeq4000 150 base paired-end 
sequencing for the A. thaliana flg22 droplet spotting experiment. 
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Data quality control and mapping 
The sequencing reads were quality controlled using FastQC-0.11.5 [156]. After 
quality control I used cutadapt-1.17 [157] to trim low-quality bases (-q 20) and 
remove Oligo-dT, template switching oligos, primer and Illumina Nextera library 
preparation sequences (-n 5 -e 0.05 –overlap 10). I also removed sequences with 
less than 40 bases (--minimum-length 40) and sequences containing N’s (--max-n 
0) from the dataset with cutadapt-1.17. After adapter and quality trimming, I re-
assessed the reads a second time with FastQC-0.11.5. I mapped the reads to the 
A. thaliana TAIR10 release 37 genome assembly using STAR-2.5.1b [158] default 
settings and assessed mapping scores, duplication levels, GC-bias and gene-body 
coverage after mapping with RSeQC-2.6.4 [159]. Reads were counted with HTSeq-
count-0.6.0 [160] default settings. To obtain a single quality control report as an 
overview for all samples, I aggregated the outputs of all used quality-control tools 
described above to a single report using MultiQC-1.7 [161]. 
Differential-expression analysis, GO-term enrichment 
Differential expression analysis was performed using DESEq2-1.20.0 [162] in the 
statistical language R-3.5.1 using the workflow described by Love et al. [163] but 
by pre-filtering the dataset for rows with less than 10 rather than 1 raw read 
counts. DE genes were called with a q-value threshold < 0.05. 
Across leaf DE-gene expression plots were prepared using R-3.5.1; in brief: I 
imported all samples with DESeq2-1.20.0 and calculated a table with normalised 
expression values as in the workflow described by Love et al. [163]. Next, I 
calculated the average expression value of each gene in each leaf square across 
all biological replicates. As a final step I normalised the expression values of the 
leaf squares. For this I divided the mean expression value of each leaf square of a 
gene with the mean expression value across all leaf squares of the same gene. The 
log2 transformed plots of the normalised data were generated using ggplot2-3.1.0 
[164]. 
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Affinity propagation clustering of the normalised expression tables was performed 
using the R-3.5.1 library apcluster-1.4.7 and a Pearson distance matrix of the 
normalised data for apclustK and apclust [137] default settings. The number of 
clusters was either empirically determined by continuously increasing the 
preferred cluster number in the apclustK function and visualising the expression 
profiles of the clusters using ggplot2-3.1.0 or determined without providing a 
cluster number preference value using the apclust function. 
GO-term enrichment analysis on DE genes was performed using the R-3.5.1 
Bioconductor library ClusterProfiler-3.8.1 [165] with the settings (Statistical test: 
Hypergeometric test, Multiple testing correction: Benjamini & Hochberg False 
Discovery Rate correction, False Discovery Rate cut-off: 0.01) and the 
Bioconductor library org.At.tair.db-3.6.0 as organism database [166]. 
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ST-seq library preparation reagent cost calculations 
Table 2 Reagent cost calculation for ST-seq: Reagent costs per ST-seq reaction add to 
approximately £ 6 per sequencing library. The consumable costs were determined according to list 
prices in September 2019. For a more detailed cost calculation see Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: 
‘Costs’. 
Reagent Supplier Product code supplier Cost per 
reaction [£] 
Tris-HCl pH 7.5 Fisher Scientific BP1757 0.046 
LiCl Sigma Aldrich L7026 0.002 
EDTA Sigma Aldrich E7889 0.0003 
LiDS Sigma Aldrich L4632 0.002 
Oligo-dT beads New England Biolabs 
Ltd 
E7490 0.128 
Grinding beads Simply Bearings Ltd 1 mm diameter grade 1000 
hardened 1010 carbon steel ball 
bearings  
0.003 
Oligo-dT30VN IDT order with sequence 0.008 
dNTPs Thermo Fisher Scientific 10297018 0.074 
Betaine Sigma Aldrich B0300 0.020 
MgCl2 Thermo Fisher Scientific AM9530G 0.000 
RNAse inhibitor 2313A Takara / Clontech 0.192 
TSO exiqon Exiqon 500100 0.092 
Superscript Thermo Fisher Scientific 18064014 1.928 
HiFi Hotstart 
Readymix 
Roche 7958935001 0.996 
ISPCR primers IDT IDT custom order 0.0004 
P5 primer IDT IDT custom order 0.003 
P7 primer IDT IDT custom order 0.003 
Nextera enzyme Illumina FC-121-1030 1.488 
Kapa 2G robust Sigma Aldrich KK5024 0.236 
Ampure XP beads A63881 Beckman Coulter 0.784 
  TOTAL: 6.00 
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Sequencing and sample pooling metrics 
Table 3 Sequencing and sample pooling metrics for the wounding, flg22 (spotting and 
infiltration) and untreated control leaf experiments: The table lists the number of samples used 
for each experiment (separated by number of time-points, conditions and the number of used 
leaves), the number of extracted squares per leaf, the total number of squares processed to 
sequencing libraries, the number of combined samples for sequencing (per experiment) and the 
used Sequencing platform and chemistry (SE = single end, PE = paired end). Each leaf was taken 
from a separate plant. 




per leaf  
Total number of 














3 leaves each 








6 leaves each 






1 condition, 3 
leaves each 







3 leaves each 





Walter Verweij (Earlham Institute, UK) established the ST-seq v1.0 workflow, 
prepared the wounding experiment and the ST-seq with Illumina TruSeq 
comparison. Walter Verweij and I conducted the ST-seq flg22 droplet spotting 
experiment. Ashleigh Lister (Earlham Institute, UK) helped with flg22 infiltration 
ds-cDNA synthesis reactions. 
I established the 96-well plate mRNA extraction, the ST-seq v1.1 method, modified 
the Nextera workflow described in [146, 155] to robustly work on full length ds-
cDNA, planned and conducted all other experiments. 
Sequencing was performed by the Earlham Institute Genomics Pipeline facilities. I 
analysed the data.  
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Pre-release of materials 
The here described work has been submitted as preprint to the biorXiv server. The 
preprint [167] has been written by me and edited and uploaded to biorXiv by 
Matthew D. Clark (Earlham Institute, Natural History Museum, UK) as 
corresponding author. Based on the biorXiv copyright statement ‘The copyright 
holder for this preprint is the author/funder, who has granted biorXiv a license to 
display the preprint in perpetuity. It is made available under a CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 
International license. ‘ Matthew D. Clark gives his consent for the work to be 
included in this thesis. The described work is published in Plant Methods under 
the reference [167]. 
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Chapter-3 Spatially resolved 
transcriptomics reveals plant host 
responses to insect elicitors 
Introduction 
To date more than one million insect species have been characterised [168]. Half 
of the described insect species feed on plants [46]. Plants employ a series of 
protective strategies such physical barriers (e.g. hairs, trichomes and waxes) and 
metabolic as well as chemical cues (i.e. volatile signals and secondary metabolites 
that affect host choices, act as repellents, function as insect poisoning toxins or 
attract insect predatory enemies) against insect herbivores [46–50]. 
One particularly damaging clade for agricultural systems are insects of the order 
Hemiptera [81]. This order includes aphids, leafhoppers, planthoppers, whiteflies 
and true bugs and is composed of approximately 100,000 insect species [168]. 
Among the most destructive hemipteran pests in agriculture are aphids [80]. More 
than 4,000 aphid species have been described [80]. Although many aphid species 
are specialists that colonise one or a few closely related plant species [169], the 
green peach aphid M. persicae is a generalist with the potential to colonise 
hundreds of plant species in over 40 plant families [79, 80]. Detailed knowledge 
about the defence mechanisms to this generalist could provide important 
information about strategies to protect plants against many insect herbivores [46, 
170]. 
Plants perceive information about an attacking herbivore with plant immune 
receptors that recognise HAMPs [53, 58, 59, 171]. Upon HAMP perception these 
receptors trigger a series of PTI responses such as the production of ROS, calcium 
bursts, kinase cascades, gene expression changes and physical or structural 
changes of plants [46, 49, 57, 172]. Together with PTI, plant resistance-gene (R-
gene) mediated ETI, which often leads to a rapid HR and local cell death [53, 57, 
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173], plays a role in mediating insect resistance (e.g. Mi-1 [174], Mi-1.2 [175] and 
Vat [176]). 
Of special importance in mediating herbivore resistance are the JA, ET and SA 
signalling pathways [46, 62], as well as camalexin [66] and glucosinolate [98] 
accumulating secondary metabolite synthesis pathways. However, especially 
biosynthetic defence pathways consume energy and nutrients and plants 
therefore carefully balance energy levels during an insect attack [62, 177]. The 
immune response to an attacking herbivore is therefore likely temporally and 
spatially controlled to use most resources for development, growth and 
reproduction [177]. This is supported by recent studies that observed strongly 
localised consecutive layers of defence responses such as calcium bursts [61], 
hypersensitive responses [170] and gene expression changes [66, 123] at and near 
sites of insect attack. 
For insect pests little is known about the specific genes that regulate and fine-tune 
defence responses to herbivory, which checkpoints are important to determine 
the level of attack and which layers of gene expression changes are utilised to 
progress an immune response over time [99]. This motivated me to identify 
potential regulators in sensing and processing spatiotemporal plant to herbivore 
responses using green peach aphid extract infiltration.  
Results 
Sample preparation and sequencing 
To prepare a spatiotemporal A. thaliana Col-0 response series to green peach 
aphid extract I infiltrated a droplet of crude extract and as a control a droplet of 
potassium phosphate buffer prepared according to Prince et al. [59] on the left-
hand, abaxial side of a leaf. Starting with the infiltration spot I dissected four ~ 1 x 
1 mm squares laterally moving towards the midrib from the leaf at the time-points 
of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 24 hours after infiltration: e+0mm describes the extract or 
buffer control infiltration spot, e+1mm the laminal spot adjacent to the infiltration 
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spot, e+2mm the dissected midvein and e+3mm the laminal tissue next to the 
midvein (Figure 13A). I prepared 4 biological replicates per time-point and crude 
extract or buffer infiltration (Table 6). I sequenced each library (448 libraries in 
total) using the Illumina NextSeq500 75 bp single-end chemistry to a depth of 
923,344 ± 320,515 reads (898,593 ± 310,621 reads after adapter trimming and 
quality filtering) and detected an average number of 14,309 ± 1,826 genes with ≥ 
1 mapping reads per library (89.3 ± 2.1 % of reads were assigned to Arabidopsis 
thaliana gene features (TAIR10; www.arabidopsis.org). 
Spatiotemporal progression of DE gene expression 
To characterise the spatiotemporal progression of the DE gene response I 
compared the extract with the buffer infiltrated squares and detected a total 
number of 7,536 statistically significant (q-value < 0.05) DE genes over the entire 
sampled time-course (Chapter3_additional-file1.xlsx: all-DE-genes). I found most 
DE genes (6,105) at the infiltration area (e+0mm). 1,601 DE genes I detected in 
the adjacent e+1mm to e+3mm squares. The number of DE genes gradually 
decreased from the infiltration area to the e+3mm area and over time (Figure 
13B). At the 24 hour time-point I could not detect differential gene expression in 
the e+2mm and e+3mm areas, which indicates the potential return to the non-
stimulated state in these sections between 7 and 24 hours (Figure 13B). 
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Table 4 Numbers of detected DE genes over the time course of 0.5 24 hours after infiltration: At 
the area of infiltration (sq1) the number of DE genes increases from 0.5 to 2 hours after infiltration, 
shows a decrease at 2 hours after infiltration and then increases again over time (up to the 7 hour 
time-point). In the spatial areas (sq2, sq3 and sq4) a similar pattern with a high number of spatially 
higher expressed genes at the beginning and a decrease towards the middle time segments with 
a new burst at 5 hours and 7 hours after infiltration is visible. At 24 hours after infiltration I could 
not detect any DE genes in sq3 and sq4. Data is presented as total DE genes, with ‘h:’ describing 




Square 1 (sq1) Square 2 (sq2) Square 3 (sq3) Square 4 (sq4) 
0.5 hours 646 (h:366, l:280) 490 (h:218, l:272) 79 (h:48, l:31) 149 (h:41, l:108) 
1 hour 1,421 (h:831, l:590) 107 (h:54, l:53) 30 (h:12, l:18) 377 (h:142, l:235) 
2 hours 2,274 (h:1477, l:797) 106 (h:84, l:22) 11 (h:6, l:5) 11 (h:0, l:11) 
3 hours 1,333 (h:862, l:471) 50 (h:38, l:12) 38 (h:7, l:31) 198 (h:48, l:150) 
5 hours 3,151 (h:1545, l:1606) 55 (h:30, l:25) 40 (h:22, l:18) 106 (h:26, l:80) 
7 hours 4,535 (h:2218, l:2317) 188 (h:173, l:15) 278 (h:121, l:157) 56 (h:22, l:34) 
24 hours 1,530 (h:799, l:731) 260 (h:236, l:24) 0 (h:0, l:0) 0 (h:0, l:0) 
 
  




Figure 13 Experimental overview and spatiotemporal DE gene response upon crude M. persicae 
extract infiltration: (A) explains the experimental design: I infiltrated a 5 µ droplet of crude aphid 
extract or buffer control at the area e+0mm. From the boundary of the e+0mm area I sampled a 
lateral gradient moving towards the midvein of the leaf with e+1mm as laminal area, e+2mm as 
midvein and e+3mm as laminal area next to the midvein. Of each sampled area I prepared an 
Illumina sequencing library. (B) shows the spatiotemporal progression of the DE gene response. 
Immediately after infiltration I observe spatial DE gene expression over the entire sampled leaf 
section. With ongoing time, I detect lower magnitudes of log2 fold-changes at distant areas in 
comparison to the infiltration spot and at 24 hours after infiltration no DE genes in the areas 
e+2mm and e+3mm were detected. 
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Spatiotemporal characterisation of GO-terms 
Based on the number of spatially DE genes I assumed that the response to a local 
herbivore attack is maximised at the area of attack and fades with increasing 
distance from the attacked spot. I assumed that this leads to triggering of different 
biological processes because of the stimulus intensity at and near the attacked 
area. To test this in the sampled cross-section, I analysed the DE genes of the 
infiltration area (e+0mm) and the DE genes in the proximity of the infiltration area 
(e+1mm to e+3mm) for enriched GO-terms (q-value < 0.01). I searched for 
statistically enriched biological processes (BP) and molecular functions (MF) and 
found that the stimulus site and proximal DE gene sets enriched a high number of 
shared GO-terms (Figure 14A). As assumed, I detected stimulus site and proximity 
unique GO-terms. Many of the unique GO-terms enriched in the time-period of 
0.5 and 1 hour post stimulus (Figure 14A, Figure 14B and Chapter3_additional-
file1.xlsx: ‘GO-BP_stimulus-proximal’). At later time-points (> 1 hour) I observed 
less unique biological processes in the proximity of the infiltration spot. The spatial 
extension of the immune response is therefore likely defined early in plant 
herbivore perception and at later time-points strongly locally restricted. 
Spatiotemporal characterisation of protein families 
In a spatiotemporal experiment of A. thaliana exposure to B. cinerea Mulema et 
al. [38] detected overrepresented motifs for specific transcription factor family 
binding sites at and near areas of fungal inoculation. This suggests that the spatial 
DE gene expression of the A. thaliana defence response to B. cinerea is mediated 
by transcription factor families with potentially different downstream targets. This 
could explain the statistical enrichment of unique biological processes at the 
attacked spot or its proximity. In a similar analysis I therefore tested the DE-gene 
response of my experiment for overrepresented protein families (PFAMs) [178, 
179]. I used the same hypergeometric test as for the GO-term enrichment and 
searched for statistically enriched PFAMs (q-value < 0.05) among the DE genes of 
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the stimulus and proximal areas. My analysis revealed a set of 86 enriched PFAMs. 
I detected shared but also stimulus and proximal site uniquely enriched families 
(Figure 14A, Chapter3_additional-file1.xlsx: ‘PFAM-enrich_stimulus-proximal’). 
This indicates selective spatiotemporal recruitment of PFAMs during the 
progression of the defence response. To identify gene families with roles in 
sensing pest induced stresses and transcriptional regulation, I studied the 86 
PFAMs and found a set of 9, hereafter referred to as regulatory PFAMs, families 
(Figure 14C, Chapter3_additional-file1.xlsx: ‘PFAM-enrich_stimulus-proximal’): 
(1) AP2 domain genes (PF00847) [140], (2) C2H2-type zinc fingers (PF13912) [180], 
(3) WRKY DNA-binding genes (PF03106) [139], (4) tify domain genes (PF06200) 
[181], (5) AN1-like zinc fingers (PF01428) [182], (6) leucine rich repeat (LRR) genes 
(PF08263, PF13855, PF00560) [53, 183], (7) protein tyrosine kinase genes 
(PF07714) [183], (8) TIR domain genes (PF01582) [184] and (9) Arabidopsis broad-
spectrum mildew resistance RPW8 (PF05659) PFAM members [185, 186].  
For some of the regulatory PFAMs I observed distinct temporal expression 
patterns: Most AP2 domain family members were DE at the earliest time-point 30 
minutes after infiltration. In contrast, RPW8 family members were most 
abundantly expressed after 3 hours, potentially highlighting the importance of an 
early ET signalling response and R-gene related defence at later time-points [185, 
186] (Figure 14C). To study which PFAMs show the most extended spatiotemporal 
differential gene expression, I visualised spatiotemporal DE counts per family 
(Figure 15A). I also visualised the expression patterns of PFAM genes across the 
tested area (Figure 15B). This showed early spatially elevated or lowered DE 
patterns of AP2 domain and WRKY domain genes at the time-points of 30 minutes 
and 1 hour after stimulus. From 3 hours onwards I observed higher spatial loads 
of LRR members. At the 7-hour time-point I observed spatially extended tify 
domain DE patterns. The strongest localised PFAMs were protein tyrosine kinases, 
RPW8 proteins and AN1-like zinc fingers (Figure 15B). 
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Figure 14 Stimulus site and proximal GO-term and PFAM enrichments: (A) shows the number of 
unique and shared statistically enriched biological processes (BP), molecular functions (MF) and 
protein families (PFAM) over time between the stimulus site (e+0mm) and the proximal tissue 
(e+1mm to e+3mm). (B) shows the percentage of enriched (biological process) GO-term genes at 
each time-point and area. Each biological process is represented as a line across the sampled leaf 
tissue. Whereas at early time-points many GO-terms show differential expression of their genes 
across the sampled leaf tissue, from 2 hours onwards most processes locate with higher DE gene 
numbers to the infiltration area. (C) Shows the detected enriched regulatory PFAMs and the 
number of detected DE gene members at each time-point in relation to all described PFAM 
members in the biomaRt [179, 187] database. 
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Figure 15 Spatiotemporal expression patterns of enriched PFAMs: (A) shows the spatiotemporal 
DE gene numbers of each regulatory PFAM over time. (B) displays the spatial expression patterns 
of DE PFAM members (in the same order from top to bottom as in (A)). Each line represents the 
spatial expression pattern of a single DE gene (detected as DE in at least one region). The 
expression of a DE gene is only shown at the time-point at which the gene was called as statistically 
significant DE.  
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Influence of PFAMs on the spatiotemporal plant to herbivore 
response 
Although all of the identified regulator PFAM genes may play a crucial role in 
defence responses to herbivore attack, some regulators likely play a more 
significant role on the defence response than others [188]. The experimental 
identification of such important genes is often difficult as genetic studies of 
knocked-out or overexpressed key-regulators can lead to disrupted or non-viable 
phenotypes [189]. Here in silico network analyses have proven as useful tool to 
disseminate the position of genes in a network and determine the most influential 
nodes [190–192]. 
To identify important regulators in plant to herbivore responses I built a 
spatiotemporal protein-protein association network by parsing the DE genes of 
each time-point and square separately to the STRING [193] protein interaction 
database. I filtered the obtained network for DE-DE gene interactions and gene 
clusters with a size of ≥ 5 DE genes (Chapter3_additional-file1.xlsx: ‘Network-
clusters’). This revealed a large network with 62 clusters and 5815 DE genes. Of 
the 5815 detected DE genes 324 belonged to the regulatory PFAMs 
(Chapter3_additional-file1.xlsx: ‘Network-clusters’). I found the largest clusters 
at the area of infiltration with decreasing cluster sizes towards the proximal areas 
(i.e. e+0mm 38 clusters with an average number of 265 ± 311 DE genes, e+1mm 
15 clusters with an average number of 35 ± 36 DE genes, e+2mm 3 clusters with 
an average number of 26 ± 16 DE genes and e+3mm 6 clusters with an average 
number of 18 ± 11 DE genes) (Chapter3_additional-file1.xlsx: ‘Network-
clusters’). 
The influence of a gene on a network can be estimated by its eigencentrality value 
(a relative measure for each gene with values ranging from 0 to 1; the higher the 
score, the higher the influence of a gene on a network) [194]. I therefore 
calculated the eigencentrality values for each gene in each cluster 
(Chapter3_additional-file1.xlsx: ‘Network-clusters’). To test which regulatory 
PFAMs take most influence on networks over time I visualised the eigencentrality 
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values for each PFAM in a temporal boxplot (Figure 16A). This analysis showed 
temporally dynamic eigencentrality patterns for the detected regulatory PFAMs: I 
observed that WRKY domain, AP2 domain, C2H2-type zinc finger and TIR domain 
families showed highest eigencentrality values at early time-points starting with 
0.5 hours after infiltration. Whereas WRKY domain, C2H2-type zinc finger and TIR 
domain genes possessed some influence in network clusters over the entire 
sampled time-course with a maximum at early time-points and some influential 
WRKY members at 24 hours after infiltration, AP2 domain eigencentrality loads 
were highest at the beginning and decreased over time to the time-point of 7 
hours. For protein tyrosine kinase and LRR domain PFAMs I detected lower 
eigencentrality values as for the transcription factor families and TIR domain 
genes. RPW8 domain associated genes increasingly gained influence at late stages 
starting with 5 hours after infiltration. AN1 zinc finger genes had little effect on 
network clusters (Figure 16A). 
Next, I extended my analysis to identify PFAMs that contribute to spatial network 
formation. I found that WRKY domain, C2H2-type zinc finger, TIR domain and AP2 
domain PFAMs showed the most expanded spatial DE patterns within the first 
hour after infiltration. At later time-points LRR and tify domain PFAMs joined with 
spatial DE gene expression. Protein tyrosine kinase, RPW8 and AN1 zinc finger 
families were strongly localised with a maximal extension to the e+1mm area 
(Figure 16B). 
This indicates that the early spatiotemporal plant to herbivore response could be 
mediated by rapidly responding WRKY domain, C2H2-type zinc finger, TIR domain 
and AP2 domain genes. Besides of AP2 domain transcription factors the detected 
PFAMs influence a plant’s herbivore response over the entire sampled time-
period and AP2 domain genes show regulatory effects up to 7 hours after attack 
but reduce influence from 0.5 hours on. Over time the response is converted from 
a spatial to a local one, with RPW8 genes gaining influence on late time-points. 
Protein tyrosine kinase and LRR PFAM eigencentrality patterns were less 
conclusive (Figure 16B). 
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Spatiotemporal network analysis shows key-regulators of 
plant to herbivore responses 
I assumed that the identification of DE genes with the highest eigencentrality 
scores could reveal potentially important regulators in plant to herbivore 
responses. To identify DE genes with strong influence on network clusters I 
extracted all nodes with an eigencentrality score ≥ 0.75 from the spatiotemporal 
network. This filtering yielded 435 of 5,813 DE genes (7.5 %) of which 29 genes 
belonged to the regulatory PFAMs (Table 5, Chapter3_additional-file1.xlsx: ’29-
PFAM-genes’  and ’29-PFAM-gene-clusters’). 
Table 5 Regulatory PFAM DE genes determined using association network analysis: The table 
shows the discovered regulatory PFAM DE genes with eigencentrality values > 0.75 in the 
constructed spatiotemporal network. TAIR identifiers are associated with known gene names. 
PFAM domain 
association 
Detected DE genes 
LRR domain AT1G35710, AT1G68780, AT1G74360 (NILR1), AT5G25930, AT1G07650, 
AT2G32680 (RLP23), AT5G48380 (BIR1) 
AP2 domain AT5G47230 (ERF5), AT4G17490 (ERF6), AT5G61590 (ERF107), AT5G61600 
(ERF104), AT4G17500 (ERF1A) 
WKRY domain AT4G23810 (WRKY53), AT2G46400 (WRKY46), AT4G31800 (WRKY18), 
AT5G64810 (WRKY51), AT5G26170 (WRKY50) 
TIR domain AT2G20142, AT1G72940, AT1G72900 
The tify domain AT1G19180 (TIFY10A / JAZ1) 
C2H2-type zinc fingers AT5G59820 (ZAT12), AT5G04340 (ZAT6) 
Protein tyrosine 
kinases 
AT5G25440 (SZE1), AT1G21250 (WAK1), AT4G23190 (CRK11), AT1G18390, 
AT3G09830 (PCRK1), AT1G07650 
 
To infer the functionality of the 29 regulatory PFAM genes I analysed the genes 
using STRING association and biological processes enrichment. I found statistically 
enriched processes for chitin responses, responses to bacteria and oxidative stress 
responses (Chapter3_additional-file1.xlsx: ‘GO-BP_stimulus-proximal’). I also 
discovered the terms ‘response to ET’ at the time-point of 30 minutes after 
infiltration, ‘response to SA’ at the 7 hour after infiltration time-point and ‘JA 
mediated signalling’ at the 24 hour time-point indicating contribution of the 
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regulators to three highly important pathways in green peach aphid defence [46, 
65] (Chapter3_additional-file1.xlsx: ‘GO-BP_stimulus-proximal’). Some of the 29 
regulatory PFAM genes were consecutively DE over multiple time-points: I 
discovered WRKY53 as DE at each time-point of the sampled time-series, ZAT12 
as DE from the time-point of 30 minutes after infiltration to 5 hours after 
infiltration and CRK11 as DE from 1 hour to 7 hours after infiltration (Figure 16C, 
Figure 16D, Chapter3_additional-file3.cys). Due to their abundant differential 
expression, these DE genes could be of importance in mediating plant to herbivore 
attack responses over multiple time-points. I analysed the 29 genes for their 
spatial loads and found WRKY53 as DE in all four sampled areas at 30 minutes after 
infiltration (Figure 16C, Figure 17) and two TIR domain proteins as DE in the areas 
e+1mm to e+3mm: AT1G72900 and AT2G20142 over various time-points (Figure 
16C, Figure 16D, Chapter3_additional-file2.cys). This indicates that especially 
WRKY53 could be a spatially early and temporally important regulator of plant 
responses to an insect attack. 
  




Figure 16 Spatiotemporal contribution of regulatory PFAMs and spatiotemporal expression of 
network-analysis filtered DE genes: (A) shows the eigencentrality values of all detected DE genes 
at a specific time-point and area and a summarising boxplot for all data-points split up for each 
PFAM. The red dashed line in each plot shows the average eigencentrality of all PFAM genes over 
all sampled squares and time-points. (B) shows the spatiotemporal network load of each PFAM 
calculated as the log(number of DE genes / average cluster size per time-point). (C) displays the 
expression of filtered DE genes with eigencentrality values > 0.75 over time. (D) shows the STRING 
database associations between potentially regulatory PFAM members. The size and colour (from 
yellow to purple) of each node indicates how often a gene was detected as DE over time. (PFAM 
IDs: PF03106 WRKY domain, PF13912 C2H2 zinc-finger, PF01582 TIR domain, PF00847 AP2 
domain, PF07714 protein tyrosine kinase, PF08263 LRR domain N-terminal, PF13855 LRR domain, 
PF00560 LRR domain, PF06200 tify domain, PF05659 Arabidopsis broad spectrum mildew 
resistance protein RPW8, PF01428 AN1-like zinc finger). 
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Figure 17 Spatial expression pattern of WRKY53 over the tested time-course: WRKY53 expression 
is strongly spatially elevated in comparison to the buffer control at 0.5 hours after infiltration. The 
WRKY53 expression levels remain elevated at the area of infiltration over the entire time-course. 
At e+1mm to e+3mm areas spatial WRKY53 expression levels decrease between 1 and 3 hours 
after infiltration and are elevated again at later time-points. 
Discussion 
To date little is known about the complex spatiotemporal networks that mediate 
the perception and progression of defence responses to a local herbivore attack. 
Especially the knowledge about plant immune responses to the generalist green 
peach aphid could help to protect plants against many insect herbivores, e.g. by 
producing transgenic plants that express insect resistant alleles [75, 76] or 
targeted alteration of susceptibility factors by genome editing [77]. 
Prince et al. recently described aphid extract infiltration as a successful mean to 
study and identify important plant innate immune components involved in 
responses to herbivore attack; i.e. BAK1 and PAD3 [59, 66]. 
I utilise this method in combination with my recently developed ST-seq workflow 
[167] to characterise DE gene association networks of a pest attack event. 
Motivated by recent studies that describe the localised immune response to 
phloem feeding insect attack [61, 66, 123, 170] I am interested in the genes that 
regulate and fine-tune the local defence response at and near herbivore attack 
sites and the protein families that orchestrate the progression of the response to 
herbivory in the first 24 hours after attack. 
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In my study I find overlap with the data from by Prince et al. [59], who showed 
that PTI and camalexin pathway components such as FRK1, BAK1, CYP81F2 and 
PAD3 are induced upon M. persicae extract stimulus. 
In addition to DE genes involved in camalexin synthesis I also found differential 
gene expression activities in important plant hormone and secondary metabolite 
synthesis pathways mediating plant resistance; i.e. JA (21 / 36 DE genes), ET (10 / 
24 DE genes), camalexin (11 / 36 DE genes), glucosinolate (47 / 97 DE genes) and 
SA synthesis processes (4 / 8 DE genes) [46, 65, 66, 195] - (Chapter3_additional-
file3.csv: ‘GO-BP_stimulus-proximal’, Chapter3_additional-file4.pdf). 
In contrast to many studies that observe phloem feeding insect induced 
transcriptome changes after few hours of insect exposure [99], I detected the first 
DE genes, of a rapidly induced and spatially quickly spreading transcriptome 
response already 30 minutes after infiltration. I found that between the time-
period of 7 to 24 hours, the spatially wider DE gene response is converted to a 
spatially restricted one with DE genes localised to the site of stimulus and the 
adjacent millimetre. During this time-period I also observed a shift from 
potentially early transcription factor mediated signalling towards R-gene and R-
gene helper mediated resistance based on the expression of ADR1, ADR1-LIKE1, 
ADR1-LIKE2 [185, 186]. 
I analysed the detected DE genes for statistically enriched PFAMs to identify 
potential mediators of plant to herbivore responses. My analysis statistically 
enriched 86 (of 4,165) PFAMs [178] of which 9 are associated with important roles 
in plant defence responses, immune signalling and transcriptional control of plant 
stresses: i.e. (1) WRKY domain genes [139], (2) C2H2 zinc-fingers [180], (3) TIR 
domain genes [184], (4) AP2 domain genes [140], (5) protein tyrosine kinase genes 
[183], (6) LRR domain genes [53, 183], (7) tify domain genes [181, 196], (8) 
Arabidopsis broad spectrum mildew resistance protein RPW8 [185] and (9) AN1-
like zinc-finger genes [182]. 
To identify regulators of herbivory induced plant responses I studied the topology 
of a 5,815 DE gene large spatiotemporal association network [193]. This network 
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was composed of 62 clusters and contained 324 DE gene members of the 
identified regulatory PFAMs. Analysis of PFAM contributions to networks over 
time (based on the eigencentrality scores of their DE genes [194]), confirmed that 
especially WRKY domain proteins and AP2 domain proteins, accompanied by 
C2H2 type zinc fingers and TIR domain members are important in early 
spatiotemporal network clusters. 
I analysed the highest 5 % of influential regulatory PFAM DE genes and found 29 
of 324 potential key-regulators distributed over AP2 domain (5 DE genes), WRKY 
domain (5), C2H2-type zinc finger (2), TIR domain (3), tify domain (1), LRR domain 
(7) and protein tyrosine kinase (6) PFAMs. Among the WRKY, tify and C2H2-type 
zinc fingers I discovered higher expressed regulators of JA and SA signalling that 
could act on the antagonistic interplay of both pathways: i.e. ZAT6 has been 
described to act as SA activator [197], WRKY46 and WRKY53 as potential SA 
enhancers [198], WRKY50 and WRKY51 act as repressors of JA signalling [199] and 
also JAZ1 is described as a repressor of JA responses [200]. 
Literature search for AP2 domain PFAMs indicated a broader activity spectrum 
[107]; i.e. ERF107 is described to play a role in glucosinolate metabolic processes 
[201] and so could be an important regulator of glucosinolate signalling in aphid 
extract responses. ERF104 is described to function as MAPK interactor [202], ERF5 
is known to be involved in the chitin immune response [203] and acts together 
with ERF6 as positive regulator of JA/ET mediated defences [204]. 
Some regulatory DE genes I found at multiple time-points. Especially WRKY53 was 
DE over the entire sampled time-period and in all tested areas 30 minutes after 
stimulus, which could point to the importance of WRKY53 in guiding and 
modulating transcriptome responses over multiple time-points. WRKY53 mutant 
plants have already been characterised to be more susceptible to Pseudomonas 
syringae and Hu et al. hypothesise that together with other WRKY transcription 
factors (i.e. WRKY46 and WRKY70) WRKY53 could be involved in orchestrating 
basal defence against bacterial pathogens [198]. Miao and Zentgraf report of 
WRKY53 as upstream regulator of other WRKY transcription factors and further 
propose a model of WRKY53 senescence gene induction which is antagonistically 
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regulated by JA and SA pathways – hence altogether major pathways in plant to 
aphid resistance [95, 112, 205]. WRKY53 has recently also been associated with a 
potential role in promoting resistance to the Russian wheat aphid [206] (e.g. 
WRKY53 silenced plants showed a higher number of aphid feeding sites) and could 
therefore be a key-mediator of spatiotemporal plant to herbivore responses. 
Material and Methods 
Plant growing conditions 
For my experiments I used 5-week-old A. thaliana Col-0 plants that I grew in a 
controlled environment room with an 8 hours light, 16-hour dark cycle at a 
constant temperature of 22 °C and 70 % humidity. 
Aphid extract preparation and infiltration  
I prepared aphid extract at the day of the experiment as described by Prince et al. 
[59]. In brief: 0.16 mg 6-day old aphids were collected from A. thaliana Col-0 
plants, placed in a 1.5 ml conical tube and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. The 
insects were ground to a fine powder using a prechilled polypropylene pestle 
(Z359947, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and dissolved in 0.8 ml 0.025 M KH2PO4 
(pH 6.8) to a wet weight concentration of 20 mg / ml. The crude extract was 
immediately centrifuged for 15 minutes at 13,200 rcf at 4 ⁰C, the supernatant 
transferred to a new 1.5 ml conical tube and stored on ice until use. Alongside 
with the aphid extract I stored a conical tube containing 0.025 M KH2PO4 (pH 6.8) 
as infiltration control on ice. 
Approximately 15 minutes before the infiltration experiment, I transferred 5-
week-old A. thaliana Col-0 plants from the controlled environment room to a 
laboratory working bench (a room with constant light exposure and temperature). 
To elicit plant responses, I syringe infiltrated a 5 µl droplet of the crude aphid 
extract or the buffer control at the same time-point (starting with the infiltration 
at noon) and collected the samples 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 24 hours after infiltration. 
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During the time of extract exposure, the plants were kept on the laboratory 
working bench. I prepared 8 plants for each time-point (4 for the crude extract 
infiltration and 4 for the buffer control). I used one leaf per plant for infiltration. 
By application of mild pressure on the plunger of the syringe when infiltrating I 
produced an approximately 2 - 3 mm diameter infiltration spot on the left-hand 
side of a leaf leaving approximately 1 mm to the midvein. I marked the boundary 
of the infiltration spot with a small spot of pencil dust, which I transferred on the 
leaf as suspension in 1 µl of 0.025 M KH2PO4 (pH 6.8) buffer. Plants which were 
wounded by the infiltration, or which showed large spread of the infiltrated liquid 
instead of a small concise spot were discarded and not processed for sequencing. 
The entire experimental time-series was prepared with one batch of aphid extract 
on the same day. 
Leaf sectioning and sample harvesting 
I used single margin razor blades (T586, Agar Scientific Ltd., Stansted, UK) to cut 
leaves into approximately 1 mm2 small leaf squares on the pealed and clean, non-
sticky paper cover of a 96-well plate seal (AB0580, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, USA). I sampled the infiltration spot on the abaxial left hand side of the 
leaf as e+0mm and from the infiltration spot towards the midvein e+1mm as the 
area between the infiltration spot and the midvein, e+2mm as the midvein and 
e+3mm as the laminal area next to the midvein. After cutting I transferred each 
leaf section immediately into a well of a dry ice cold (pre-cooled with a metal block 
stored on dry ice) well of a 96-well plate (E1403-0100-C, Starlab, Milton Keynes, 
UK) using a RNaseZAP (AM9780, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) washed 
and air-dried forceps (T083, TAAB Laboratories Equipment Ltd, Berks, UK). I sealed 
the wells of the 96-well plate with domed PCR cap strips (AB0602, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, USA) and stored the samples at -80 ⁰C until use. 
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Leaf sample lysis and mRNA extraction 
I extracted the mRNA of each leaf square according to the 96-well plate format 
workflow as described in Chapter 2 Leaf mRNA purification – page 49. 
Illumina sequencing library construction 
I constructed the sequencing libraries according to the ST-seq v1.1 as described in 
Chapter 2 Double-stranded cDNA synthesis reaction - page 50 and Chapter2 
Illumina library preparation from ds-cDNA – page 54. 
Sample pooling and sequencing 
I pooled libraries at equal mass (1 ng of each cleaned library) based on the Qubit 
2.0 Fluorometer dsDNA HS Assay Kit yields to balance the amount of each library 
in the final pool and obtain an approximately equal number of reads for each 
library in sequencing. As AMPure XP clean-ups in 96-well plates are prone to 
shorter fragment carryover, which in sequencing could lead to an increased 
amount of adapter dimer reads, I concentrated (i.e. removed potential short 
fragments) the library pool with two 0.60x AMPure XP bead clean-ups and eluted 
the final library in a volume of 30 µl 1x EB buffer. I assessed the profile of the final 
library pool on the Agilent Bioanalyser using Agilent High Sensitivity DNA Kit 
Sequencing reagents. I determined the concentration of the library pool on a 1 / 
1,000 and 1 / 10,000 dilution (samples have to be highly diluted otherwise the 
qPCR fluorescence signal saturates early and confident Cp calls in comparison to 
quantification standards are not possible)of the final library using the KAPA SYBR 
FAST qPCR Library Quantification Kit (KK4824, KAPA BioSystems) on a LightCycler 
480 Instrument II (Roche) in 384-well plates using scaled down 5 µl reactions and 
the programme: (1) 3 minutes at 95 ⁰C, (2) 35 cycles with 30 seconds at 95 ⁰C (4.4 
⁰C/s ramp rate) and 90 seconds at 60 ⁰C (4.4 ⁰C/s ramp rate) with an imaging step 
at the end and (3) after the cycling phase the default LightCycler 480 melting curve 
step as final analysis.  
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I used the NextSeq 500/550 High Output v2 kit 75 bp cycle reagents (FC-404-2005, 
Illumina) for 75 bp single-end sequencing. To avoid overclustering and anneal 
library molecules to the grafted flow-cell primers I denatured and diluted the final 
library pool according to the ‘NextSeq System Denature and Dilute Libraries Guide’ 
(Illumina Document # 15048776v02) guidelines and sequenced the library with a 
1 % PhiX spike-in ratio as a potential sequencing control and to increase the 
diversity of the sequencing pool. I prepared and loaded the NextSeq500 system 
according to the NextSeq500 system guide (Document # 15046563v02, Illumina). 
I specified a length of 9 nt for the Index 1 (i7) primer and 6 nt for the Index 2 (i5) 
primers. 
Data demultiplexing, quality control and mapping 
To convert binary base call files to FASTQ data and produce single FASTQ files per 
sample I demultiplexed the sequencing data using bcl2fastq-2.20.0 standard 
settings. Quality control and mapping was performed as described in Chapter 2 
Data quality control and mapping – page 56. 
Differential-expression analysis, GO-term and PFAM 
enrichment, pathway analysis 
I performed the differential gene expression and GO-term analysis as described in 
Chapter 2 Differential-expression analysis, GO-term enrichment – page 56. I 
statistically enriched PFAMs using the same settings as for the GO-term 
enrichment analysis in the ClusterProfiler-3.8.1 [165] package (q-value < 0.05). I 
retrieved the PFAM domains for enrichment from biomaRt [179] using the 
boimaRt-2.40.0 package [187] in R-3.5.1. 
Plant metabolic pathway analyses were performed on the AraCyc plant metabolic 
network database version 20180702 [207]. 
Across leaf DE-gene expression plots were prepared in R-3.5.1 on a data frame 
containing all DESeq2-1.20.0 normalised samples. Log2 fold-changes of buffer 
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infiltrated samples vs. controls were calculated as quotient of extract infiltrated 
normalised counts / buffer infiltrated normalised counts. All plots were generated 
using ggplot2-3.1.0 [164] in R-3.5.1. 
StringDB network analysis 
Association networks (of DE genes detected as DE at the same time-point and 
area) were built using the R-3.5.1 StringDB-1.22.0 [193] package with standard 
settings (species=3702, version=10, score_threshold=400). I filtered each network 
for connections between DE genes by removing all connections between non-DE 
x DE genes and non-DE genes x non-DE genes. I calculated network measures 
(eigencentrality, closeness centrality, degree centrality and betweenness 
centrality) on the network clusters and visualised the filtered networks both by 
using the R-3.5.1 igraph-1.2.4.1 [208] library. Networks were also visualised using 
Cytoscape-3.7.1 [209]. 
Sequencing and sample pooling metrics 
Table 6 Sequencing and sample pooling metrics for the crude aphid extract infiltration 
experiment: The table lists the number of samples used for each experiment (separated by 
number of time-points, conditions and the number of used leaves), the number of extracted 
squares per leaf, the total number of squares processed to sequencing libraries, the number of 
combined samples for sequencing (per experiment) and the used Sequencing platform and 
chemistry (SE = single end, PE = paired end). Each leaf was taken from a separate plant.  




per leaf  
Total number of 
leaf squares (i.e. 
sequencing 
libraries) 













4 leaves each 
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Contributions 
I planned and conducted all experiments, constructed the sequencing libraries, 
performed the quality control, sequenced the libraries and analysed the data. 
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Chapter-4 Spatially resolved 
transcriptomics reveals plant host 
responses to Myzus persicae 
Introduction 
Plants are in constant interaction with their environment and in regular exposure 
to pests and pathogens [147]. The prevalent plant pests, with more than one 
million of species, are insects [50]. These are already major economic pests but 
climate change creates new opportunities for insects to invade and threaten new 
agrosystems [210]. Amongst these the green peach aphid M. persicae is one of 
the most destructive pests worldwide [80]. While many pests are specialised to 
specific hosts or host families, the generalist aphid pest M. persicae, can infest a 
broad range of up to 40 plant families and so cause devastating agricultural losses 
[80]. Infestations with M. persicae develop quickly due to the asexual life cycle of 
the insect and the rapid increase of aphid population can have detrimental effect 
on a host plants health (i.e. reduced plant growth, water and nutrient stress [95]). 
As the insect can also act as virus transmitter [81], the combination of the rapid 
asexual life cycle with viral disease transmission can accelerate viral disease 
dispersal [211].  
One efficient means for controlling insect pests is the use of pesticides. However, 
due to environmental and health impacts new legislation increasingly restricts 
pesticide use in many countries [68] with the development of pesticide resistances 
by insects [82], other ways of controlling insect pests are attractive [69]. 
Over the last decades many studies of plant insect interactions provided valuable 
insights in plant defence mechanisms against insects [51, 212–215]. It has been 
shown that insect pests use effector proteins to interact and manipulate a host 
plants defence response [87, 147]. This complex molecular interaction defines the 
cycle between a pests attempts to overcome a plant’s immune system versus the 
successful triggering of plant defence responses against the pest [57]. 
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For M. persicae this interaction is well characterised [61, 66, 86, 92, 216]. M. 
persicae, actively secretes effector protein rich saliva [86], which acts on plant 
defence responses [87]. This is mediated with the use of specialised mouth parts 
called stylets, which are not only used to secrete effectors, but also to test a plant 
for its suitability as a host – a behaviour called probing, followed by feeding (i.e. 
ingestion of nutrient rich phloem sap) and drinking (i.e. uptake of water from 
xylem sieve element bundles) [96, 217, 217]. 
This probing behaviour is not fully understood yet. Aphids probe plants regardless 
of their host compatibility [170] and it has been observed that aphids show 
increased mobility and probing rates on non-host plant species or resistant 
varieties [44, 97] – likely driven by unsuccessful probing or inherent plant defence 
responses [218]. This behaviour resembles the search for a suitable site to settle 
[44] and suggests a complex interaction of the insect with the plant during this 
time-period. Disrupting this interaction could be an effective control, but to date 
little is known about this interaction. Recent studies have indicated consecutive 
layers of defence responses i.e. calcium bursts [61], reactive oxygen bursts [122], 
gene expression patterns [66, 123] and hypersensitive responses [170] closely in 
and around the site of aphid activity. 
These localised plant responses to pests probing and manipulation motivated me 
to question the differences in host responses between unsuccessful probing, and 
successful colonisation e.g. prolonged phloem sap uptake. One means to achieve 
this is by using transcriptome profiling techniques. However, to date many 
transcriptomic experiments studying plant insect interactions have been 
performed at a gross scale (e.g. whole plant or leaf level) and by exposing plant 
tissues to bulks of insects [99] (likely due to the RNA amounts required for many 
RNA assays). To fully dissect plant defence responses at small sites of biotic attack, 
a higher spatial resolution for the detection of gene expression patterns is 
necessary [24]. I therefore applied my newly developed low-input spatial 
transcriptomic technique with millimetre scale resolution to profile gene 
expression levels of leaf areas during aphid attack. Such low-input RNA-seq 
technologies have proven as valuable tools to finely characterise an organism’s 
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transcriptome [24], especially to detect the most lowly expressed genes which are 
only responding in a small number of an organisms cells and which assign valuable 
spatial and temporal information to the entire transcriptome of an organism [20, 
24]. Here I present insights in the gene expression differences between a host 
plant’s transcriptional responses at abandoned probing spots and from successful 
probing (i.e. feeding) areas. 
Results 
EPG sampling and sequencing 
To establish abandoned aphid probing spots, I exposed a ~1 x 1 mm small leaf area 
immediately next to the midrib (Figure 18A) to a single M. persicae aphid with 
recording electrodes on the aphid and host plant over a 30-minute EPG 
experiment. I only included plants with at least 15 minutes of activity (i.e. detected 
aphid stylet activity in the plant) over the 30-minute EPG experiment with at least 
20 observed probes. The aphid was subsequently removed and I sampled a time-
series of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 24 hours after the first detected probing event (hap). 
For every time-point (measured in hap) I collected 4 biological replicates with 
corresponding non-aphid exposed controls. The control samples were collected in 
an identical manner to those of the aphid exposed plants (Table 9). 
To sample areas of sustained phloem sap uptake (hereafter referred as feeding), I 
collected a ~1 x 1 mm large leaf area where a single M. persicae insect successfully 
fed for sustained EPG E2 phase (sE2) > 10 minutes [219]. In my biological replicates 
the sE2 phases were reached: 30, 31, 52 and 77 minutes after the first detected 
probe at the sites of feeding (Figure 18B). For every feeding time-point I collected 
a corresponding non-aphid exposed control (Table 9). 
In addition to the aphid exposed areas I also harvested the adjacent leaf squares 
to the aphid exposed areas in a lateral cross section composed of eight ~1 x 1 mm 
squares. This allows me to dissect spatiotemporal gene expression patterns 
(Figure 18C). 
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To account for potential biological variation of spatiotemporal gene expression 
patterns, I also sampled a 1D cross section of 8 ~1 x 1 mm non-aphid exposed, 
untreated leaves as additional control on three consecutive days (4 biological 
replicates per day), (Table 9). 
All samples were processed using my ST-seq protocol and sequenced on an 
Illumina NextSeq500 system using 75 bp single-end reads to an average of 1.03 ± 
0.30 M reads per leaf square. I observed 89.7 ± 4.9 % of reads assigned to TAIR10 
gene features. On average I detected 14,426 ± 1,745 genes with ≥ 1 mapped reads. 
 
Figure 18 EPG sampling strategy of probing and feeding samples and ST-seq library preparation: 
(A) Shows the sampling strategy for the probing time-series. To obtain brief periods of probing at 
the same area I restricted aphids to the same spot of a leaf a 30-minute EPG experiment. (B) Shows 
the sampling strategy for feeding. To allow aphids to find a suitable feeding site I tracked insects 
on a leaf. At the time-point when insects reached the phase of sustained phloem feeding, I 
collected the sample. (C) shows the library preparation strategy. Aphid are imaged during EPG and 
so the position of the insect is known. At the height of an insect a lateral leaf-cross strip is dissected 
and 8 ~1 x 1mm leaf squares are transformed to ST-seq sequencing libraries and analysed for 
spatiotemporal differential gene expression. 
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RNA velocity estimation of aphid probing areas 
To better understand the host plant transcriptional response e.g. if the plant 
executes a series of consecutive transcriptome responses, I measured the RNA 
velocity of the transcriptional changes using the Velocyto software [220]. RNA 
velocity measures the ratio of final fully spliced mRNAs to early incompletely 
spliced mRNA transcripts [220]. With multiple time points this provides 
directionality of transcriptional change as well as speed [220]. On my RNA velocity 
estimation plot the abandoned probing data-points of the same time grouped 
closely together and velocity arrows indicated progression along the sampled 
time-line (Figure 19). I also observed that the aphid data for the different time-
points arranged into a circle, or swirl. La Manno et al. [220] associate circular RNA 
velocity estimations with circadian changes. My samples were collected during the 
afternoon and evening hours (Chapter4_additional_file1.pdf), and even though 
the control samples at the same times do not show the same strong circular 
progression I wanted to see if there was influence of circadian rhythm. For this I 
conducted velocyto analysis on subsets of my transcriptome data: (1) all detected 
genes (17,285), (2) all DE genes (4,649 DE genes, Chapter4_additional_file2.xlsx: 
‘Detected DE genes’), (3) all detected 131 circadian / clock associated genes 
(retrieved using biomaRt [187], Chapter4_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Circadian DE 
gene associations’), (4) all detected genes without DE genes (12,636 genes), (5) 
all detected genes without circadian genes (17,154), (6) all DE genes without 
circadian genes (4,597 genes). I observed that the circular pattern seen with aphid 
DE genes in the velocyto plot was lost when exclusively analysing circadian genes. 
A similar circular pattern is seen with the velocyto plot of all genes, and all non-DE 
genes but not in the non-aphid controls. This suggests there is little contribution 
of circadian genes to the circular pattern and points to the influence of the aphid 
induced DE genes on the circular RNA velocity estimation (Figure 19). As also non-
DE genes contributed to the circular pattern this suggests some influence of genes 
with a q-value > 0.05 on the circular pattern. 
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Figure 19 RNA velocity estimation plot of the aphid probing dataset: RNA velocity measures the 
ratio of spliced to incompletely spliced mRNA transcripts and so provides directionality of 
transcriptional changes and speed [220]. The upper panel (aphid) shows the velocyto analysis PCA 
plot of aphid exposed areas for the aphid probing experiment time-series. The lower panel 
(control) shows the corresponding non–aphid control areas. Colours of data points change with 
time: 0h white, 0.5 h ochre, 1 h purple, 2 h grey, 3 h light green, 5 h yellow, 7 h orange, 24 h, dark 
green. I observed that probing data-points of the same time-point grouped closely together and 
are arranged in a circle. To control my data for circadian changes (as the samples were collected 
during the afternoon and evening hours) I tested the data for influences of circadian rhythm using 
(1) all detected genes (17,285), (2) all DE genes (4,649 DE genes), (3) all detected 131 circadian / 
clock associated genes, (4) all detected genes without DE genes (12,636 genes), (5) all detected 
genes without circadian genes (17,154) and (6) all DE genes without circadian genes (4,597 genes). 
I observed that the circular pattern for the aphid DE genes was lost when I exclusively analysed 
circadian genes. I observed a similar circular pattern with the velocyto plot of all genes, and all 
non-DE genes but not in the non-aphid controls. This suggests that there is little contribution of 
circadian genes to the circular pattern and indicates that the aphid induced DE genes influence the 
circular RNA velocity estimation. As also the non-DE genes show a circular pattern this indicates 
that genes with a q-value > 0.05 influence the circular pattern as well. The x-axis of each plot 
represents the PC1 and the y-axis the PC2 (PC1/PC2 labels have been removed to condense the 
plot). 
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Characterisation of enriched biological processes over time 
I observed two waves of transcriptome responses with a number of increasing DE 
genes post aphid probing: firstly, the numbers of observed DE genes increased 
early between the 0-hap to 1-hap time-point from 33 DE genes (0-hap) to 425 DE 
genes (1-hap). Then I detected a minimal response of 2 DE genes at the 2-hap 
time-point. This was followed by a new increase from the 3-hap time-point 
onwards with 74 DE genes through to 3,721 DE genes at the 24-hap time-point. In 
detail: 0-hap: 33 DE genes, 0.5-hap: 109 DE genes, 1-hap: 425 DE genes, 2-hap: 2 
DE genes, 3-hap: 74 DE genes, 5-hap: 398 DE genes, 7-hap: 1,354 DE genes, 24-
hap: 3,721 DE genes (Table 7, Figure 20). I compared the detected DE genes to the 
DE genes of the aphid extract infiltration time-series. For the extract time-series I 
found a higher (total) number of 7,706 DE genes, for the probing dataset a total 
number of 4,649 DE genes. Both datasets shared 2,886 DE genes (30.5 %) with 
4,820 unique DE genes for the extract and 1,763 unique DE genes for the probing 
dataset, possibly suggesting that other processes are triggered by the infiltration 
of whole aphid extract in comparison to aphid stylet probing. 
Table 7 Numbers of detected DE genes over the time course of 0-hap to 24-hap: I observed two 
waves of gene expression from 0-hap to 1-hap and from 3-hap to 24-hap, with a minimal number 
of DE genes at 2-hap. 
Time-point (hap) DE genes total DE genes higher 
expressed 
DE genes lower 
expressed 
0-hap 33 16 17 
0.5-hap 109 49 60 
1-hap 425 244 181 
2-hap 2 2 0 
3-hap 74 28 46 
5-hap 398 164 234 
7-hap 1,354 632 722 
24-hap 3,721 1,972 1,749 
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To determine the time-point at which the earliest plant stress responses can be 
tested for statistical enrichment at the abandoned aphid probing spots, I analysed 
the DE genes of each time-point using GO-term enrichment 
(Chapter4_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘GO-enrichment-probing’) (q-value < 0.01). I 
comprehended the obtained GO-term lists for each time-point with REVIGO [136] 
and summarised the results using the REVIGO representative GO-terms in Table 
8. At the 0-hap time-point I found the single biological process ‘regulation of 
flavonoid biosynthesis’ as enriched. However, soon after this at 0.5-hap I observed 
the first series of stress related biological processes. 
 
Figure 20 Higher or lower DE genes over the samples time course of 0-hap to 24-hap: I observed 
two waves of transcriptome responses with a smaller waves between 0-hap to 1-hap and a second, 
more DE gene numerous response between 3-hap to 24-hap. 
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Table 8 Enriched biological processes of aphid probing DE genes: With ongoing time I detected 
an increasing amount of enriched biological processes with first enriched stress response related 
GO-terms at 0.5 hours after the first observed aphid probing event. The table shows the REVIGO 





REVIGO comprehended, most representative GO-terms 
0 regulation of flavonoid biosynthesis 
0.5 response to organonitrogen compound, establishment of protein localization to membrane, 
olefin metabolism, reactive oxygen species metabolism, ethylene biosynthesis, antibiotic 
metabolism, phenol-containing compound metabolism, respiratory burst 
1 vacuolar transport, response to jasmonic acid, ribosome biogenesis, isopentenyl diphosphate 
metabolism, photosynthesis, cuticle development, tetrapyrrole metabolism, cellular glucan 
metabolism 
2 Any GO-terms enriched  
3 response to wounding, jasmonic acid metabolism 
5 flavonoid metabolism, programmed cell death, regulation of cellular response to stress, 
reactive oxygen species metabolism, antibiotic metabolism, photosynthesis, benzene-
containing compound metabolism, plant ovule development, glycosyl compound 
biosynthesis 
7 RNA methylation, circadian rhythm, regulation of proton transport, ribosome biogenesis, 
response to cadmium ion, rhythmic process, wax biosynthesis, wax metabolism, flavonoid 
metabolism, protein folding, mucilage metabolism, multidimensional cell growth, leaf 
morphogenesis, carbon fixation, photosynthesis, reactive oxygen species metabolism, 
carbohydrate catabolism, oxidoreduction coenzyme metabolism, dephosphorylation, cutin 
biosynthesis, photorespiration, fatty acid derivative metabolism 
24 RNA methylation, shoot system morphogenesis, ribosome biogenesis, positive regulation of 
catalytic activity, response to cadmium ion, establishment of protein localization to organelle, 
autophagy, protein folding, photosynthesis, reactive oxygen species metabolism, cellular 
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Although many M. persicae plant interaction studies highlight transcriptome 
changes upon plant to insect stress hours to days after prolonged insect 
infestation [99], I observed the first set of stress responses enriching for the 
biological processes ‘responses to organonitrogen compound’, ‘respiratory burst’ 
and ‘reactive oxygen metabolism’ at the 0.5-hap time-point (Figure 21). I also 
found few DE genes (4 of 33) enriching for ‘flavonoid synthesis’ at 0-hap 
(flavonoids play an important role in modulation of insect defences [221]). At later 
time points (> 1-hap) the enriched biological processes indicated ‘response to JA’, 
‘JA metabolism’, ‘cell death’, ‘glycosyl compound synthesis’, ‘starch metabolism’, 
altogether listing many of the known processes described in plant to insect 
responses [49, 95]. 
 
Figure 21 REVIGO GO-term enrichment summary of earliest detected plant to aphid responses: 
At the 0.5 hap time-point I detected biological processes related to aphid perception and early 
stress responses as well as enriched biological processes associated with reactive oxygen species: 
‘response to organonitrogen compound’, ‘establishment of protein localisation’, ‘respiratory 
burst’, ‘reactive oxygen species metabolism’, ‘phenol containing compound metabolism’, 
‘antibiotic metabolism’, ‘ethylene biosynthesis’ and ‘oleofin metabolism’. The size of each 
rectangle represents the absolute log10(q-value) of each GO-term. The bold identifiers for each 
colour are the REVIGO determined representative GO-terms. 
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Transcriptome differences between probing and feeding sites 
As M. persicae actively manipulates plant defences [87], I hypothesised that 
successful overcoming of a plants defence response by probing leads to feeding 
whereas unsuccessful probing leads to the search of a new feeding spot [44]. I 
therefore assumed that the difference in the transcriptome response between 
probing and feeding could point to important defence components that M. 
persicae manipulates and uses as molecular cues to establish feeding sites. To test 
this, I sampled 4 biological replicates where insects reached sustained phloem 
uptake at 30, 31, 52 and 77 minutes after the first probe (as for the probing time-
series in a 1D leaf cross strip) and analysed the feeding samples together with the 
most similar 0.5-hap and 1-hap time-points where transcriptome responses are 
tested 30 and 60 minutes after the first probe (Table 9). 
Although the feeding spots were not established at the same time, I expected that 
genes affected by aphid manipulation could share time independent spatial 
expression patterns in all feeding replicates. To identify the genes that contribute 
to the difference between probing and feeding spots I used principal component 
analysis (PCA). I assumed that especially the DE gene response at areas where 
aphids aborted probing (i.e. my previously sampled hap time-series) could help to 
identify components that plants use in defence responses to M. persicae.  
PCA using log2 fold-changes of aphid vs. non-aphid exposed controls separated 
probing and feeding areas on PC1 explained 35.5 % of the variance. In contrast to 
PC2 – PC10 only PC1 separated the areas well (Chapter4_additional_file3.pdf). To 
affirm that the high load on PC1 is due to the 0.5 and 1-hap DE genes and not a 
random effect, I also PCA tested the probing and feeding spots using log2 fold-
changes of all detected genes and 1 million random 516 gene large subsets of the 
4,649 hap DE genes. Both analyses showed lower contributions to PC1: I observed 
12 % of explained variance for the entire transcriptome data and 18.9 ± 1.9 % 
explained variance on PC1 for the random subsets 
(Chapter4_additional_file4.pdf). 
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Among the 516 DE genes of the 0.5 and 1-hap time-points the PCA revealed a set 
of 71 well represented genes on PC1 (cos2 ≥ 0.7) with statistically significantly 
different log2 fold-changes (two sided t.test, q-value < 0.05, Benjamini-Hochberg 
p-value correction) between probing and feeding areas (Figure 22A, Figure 22B, 
Chapter4_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Feeding_gene-list’ and ‘Feeding-list-expression-
values’, Chapter4_additional_file4.pdf).  
 
 
Figure 22 Spatiotemporal expression differences of a 71 probing DE gene set that discriminates 
probing from feeding areas: (A) Shows a PCA plot (PC1 and PC2) visualising feeding and 0.5 as well 
as 1-hap samples separated by the log2 fold-changes of the selected 71 genes. (B) Shows the 
spatiotemporal expression plot of the 71 genes for the probing (0.5-hap yellow and 1-hap grey) 
samples, the feeding replicates (green) and aphid untreated control replicates (turquoise, brown 
and purple). The aphid untreated control fold-changes were calculated to the average normalised 
counts of all control samples collected at three consecutive days.  
I tested the identified genes for statistically enriched GO-terms and found a set of 
protein catabolism and protein vacuole targeting biological processes 
(Chapter4_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘Feeding_genes_GO-enrichment’, 
Chapter4_additional_file4.pdf). I assumed that the 71 genes potentially belonged 
to a shared pathway which could not be induced in an unsuccessful defence 
response and therefore tested the gene set using association network analysis. 
This analysis revealed a network with 8 clusters of which I filtered all clusters with 
≥ 5 genes. This left me with 3 clusters built by 12, 9 and 8 genes (Figure 23, 
Chapter4_additional_file2.xlsx: ‘String clusters feeding genes’, 
Chapter4_additional_file5.cys). To determine the most influential components of 
each cluster I weighed the nodes based on their eigencentrality values [194] and 
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found that the most influential genes in the small network clusters are involved in 
protein degradation (UBQ3 [222]), energy sensing (KING1 and AKINbeta1 [223, 
224]) and JA pathway modulation (BBD2 [225]) - Figure 23. This indicates that A. 
thaliana could be manipulated by M. persicae probing to not express a set of 
components involved in important resistance pathways to the insect [95]. 
 
 
Figure 23 STRING network clusters with ≥ 5 genes detected of the 71 genes distinguishing 
probing from feeding sites: The figure shows 3 of 8 small gene association network clusters. The 
size (the larger) and the color (the darker) of each node correlate with the eigencentrality value of 
the gene in the cluster. 
Discussion 
An important but not well understood behaviour of M. persicae is the active 
probing of plant cells [96]. With this behaviour a phloem feeding insect tests host 
cells by ingesting small amounts of cell sap [96] and actively secretes effector 
protein rich saliva [86] to act on plant defences [87]. Published data suggests that 
aphids may show higher probing frequencies on non-host plants or resistant 
varieties [44, 97]. This could be driven by the cycle of a plants defence response 
and the insects attempt to overcome the plant immune system [218]. Knowledge 
about plant responses involved in this process could help us to understand the 
defence mechanisms that phloem feeding insects manipulate to colonise new 
hosts [89, 93]. 
To dissect plant defence responses at small sites of M. persicae attack, a high 
spatial resolution for the detection of gene expression patterns is necessary [24]. 
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I therefore applied my newly developed low-input spatial transcriptomic 
technique with millimetre scale resolution in combination with the established 
EPG method [124] to profile gene expression levels of leaf areas during aphid 
attack (i.e. probing and feeding).  
Analysis of the probing time-series from 0 to 24-hap showed statistically 
significant DE gene responses (of 33 genes) to phloem feeding already at the time-
point of the first cell puncture event. I detected the first statistically enriched set 
of insect defence associated processes 30 minutes after the first probe and so 
much earlier than many published experiments suggest [99]. RNA velocity analysis 
[220] of aphid probing areas showed highly dynamic transcription rates 
immediately after the first probing event up to the 1-hap time-point and circular 
progression of the immune response suggesting the return to a non-stimulated 
state sometime after 24 hours. This indicates that many processes involved in the 
defence response to phloem feeding insects are triggered immediately after insect 
perception but substantially between 30 minutes and 1 hour after the first cell 
puncture event. 
Recently studied calcium responses to M. persicae indicate that especially the first 
cell puncturing events induce strong calcium bursts [61]. Plants utilise calcium as 
secondary messenger at the onset of defence signalling cascades [49], therefore 
rapidly probing elicited genes could help to better understand the complex 
interaction of phloem feeding insects with a plants defence mechanism. Although 
I also found many genes with a described role in plant colonisation by M. persicae 
(i.e. DCL1, AGO1, SSI2, FAD7, PP2-A1, MYB73, CYP79B2, EIN2, RBOHD, MYB34, 
MYBR1) [95] at time-points > 5-hap (Chapter4_additional_file2.xlsx: 
‘Louis_Shah_DE-gene-overlap’), I detected the two WRKY transcription factors 
WRKY33 and WRKY46 (both with roles in insect defences [226, 227]) as lower DE 
at 0.5-hap and higher DE of the TPS11 gene with an important role in A. thaliana 
to M. persicae defence [106] at 1-hap. This suggest potential to detect novel and 
important genes involved in the onset of plant to aphid responses using EPG 
coupled ST-seq. 
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So far little is known about the molecular defence mechanisms that phloem 
feeding insects overcome in establishing a feeding site. During probing M. 
persicae, actively secretes effector protein rich saliva [86] to manipulate plant 
defences [87]; e.g. calcium binding proteins in the saliva prevent calcium-
dependent signalling cascades [228] and the M. persicae effector Mp10 
suppresses ROS bursts [89, 92]. Recently Wang et al. [226] identified the 
camalexin synthesis promoting transcription factor WRKY33 as direct target of the 
whitefly Bsp9 effector [66, 229]. This suggests that phloem feeding insect 
effectors can act on early defence signalling cascades and also on the transcription 
of defence genes [49, 87, 228]. I therefore assumed that differences in the 
transcriptome response between probing and feeding could unravel important 
immune system components that M. persicae manipulates and uses as molecular 
cue to establish feeding sites. I tested this by comparing probing and feeding sites 
for discriminative genes. Using PCA analysis I found 71 gene candidates which 
contribute to the difference between probing and feeding sites. The 71 genes 
were spatially higher expressed in the probing replicates but not elicited in the 
feeding samples. The 71 genes enriched for protein catabolic and vacuole 
transport processes. As genes of protein degrading systems are linked with 
defence responses [230] and proteasomal systems are targets for plant pathogen 
effectors [231, 232], perturbation of proteasomal component expression could 
play an important role in establishing a feeding site for M. persicae [233]. Using 
STRING [193] network association analysis I detected 3 small clusters composed 
of 8, 9 and 12 genes with UBQ3, AKINbeta1, KING1 and BBD2 as most influential 
nodes. 
Literature search revealed that UBQ3 is described to be involved in protein 
degradation [222]. AKINbeta1 and KING1 encode subunits for the SnRK1 kinase - 
an important regulator of the sugar and energy metabolism [223, 224]. SnRK1 is 
inhibited by trehalose 6-phosphate [234] and involved in delaying senescence 
[235] - both mechanisms that are associated with defences to M. persicae [95]. 
BBD2 is involved in negative regulation of the JA signalling components JMT and 
a potential positive regulator of JR2 [236] and so also involved in an effective 
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pathway of insect resistance [95]. This indicates that for the establishment of a 
feeding site M. persicae potentially modulates a plants energy sensing system, JA 
signalling pathway and protein degradation system during early probing. 
Material and Methods 
Plant growing conditions 
Plants were grown as described in Chapter 3 Plant growing conditions – page 78. 
Preparation staged of M. persicae A. thaliana colonies 
All experiments were performed using M. persicae aphids at an age of 7 – 11 days. 
To obtain staged aphid colonies, I placed 20 - 25 aphids from an existing clonal 
Chinese cabbage population on a 4 - 5 week old A. thaliana plant and incubated 
the plant for 24 hours at 22 °C day and night temperature, 48 % humidity, 16 hours 
photoperiod (2 am – 6 pm) to induce nymph production. After 24 hours the adult 
aphids were removed and the plants with the nymphs were transferred to a 
controlled environment room with the following conditions: 18 °C day and 16 °C 
night temperature, 48 % humidity, 8 hours photoperiod (10 am – 6 pm). Over the 
next 11 days I incubated the plants in this room and used the aphids at an age of 
7 – 11 days for experiments. 
EPG setup 
I performed EPG experiments using a GIGA-8 DC EPG Amplifier (EPG Systems EU) 
set up in a faraday cage. To build insect electrodes, I connected the aphids with a 
12.5 µm strong gold fibre to a 0.2 mm thick copper wire using a water-based silver 
glue (SCP03B, silver conductive paint, Electrolube). 
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EPG sampling: probing phase 
To collect samples for the aphid probing dataset, I restricted the position of the 
insect to a specific area on a leaf (i.e. square-4 next to the midrib on the abaxial 
left half of the leaf). For this I used the following set-up: Leaves of 4 – 5 week old 
A. thaliana plants were selected for similar size and age. Before each EPG 
experiment selected leaves of a fresh batch of plants were very carefully rotated 
by 180 degrees around the stem axis while wearing clean nitrile gloves (67-6233, 
Slaughter Ltd R&L, U.K.). The abaxial leaf side was then carefully covered with a 
plastic strip (B8598, Guest Medical Ltd) previously prepared with razor blades 
excising a ~1 x 1 mm square to allow the insect access to the leaf. I carefully fixated 
the plastic strip in the soil using syringe needles. At the beginning of each EPG 
experiment I placed an insect electrode on the open area. I performed a 30-
minute EPG experiment. To keep aphids on the open leaf spot, I continuously 
moved aphids wandering off back using a fine No2 brush (13609, Eastern Shires 
Purch Org. (ESPO), UK). During the experiment aphid pathway activities were 
ongoingly observed using the EPG Stylet+d v01.28 software (EPG Systems EU). 
Samples with a stylet pathway activity > 15 minutes and with a minimal number 
of 10 probes were harvested after 30 minutes (the end of the EPG experiment). I 
carefully removed the plastic strip and pipetted a 1 µl droplet of DNase/RNase 
free water containing a small amount of inert pencil dust on the aphid exposed 
area. I then incubated the plants in a controlled environment room with 22 °C day 
and night temperature, 48% humidity and 10-hour photoperiod (8 am - 6pm). The 
plants were sampled 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 24 hours after the first observed insect 
probing event. At the time-point of sampling I dissected a single lateral cross strip 
from the leaf composed of 8 ~ 1 x 1 mm squares containing the probing area at 
square-4. 
Each plant was used once; unsuccessful samples with less than 15 minutes 
pathway activity and less than 10 probes were discarded. I also prepared a control 
plant for each aphid exposed plant. Control plants were prepared in the same way 
as the aphid exposed plants but not connected to the EPG device and not loaded 
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with an insect. I incubated the control plants and successful probing replicates as 
pairs in the same controlled environment room both labelled with a pencil dust 
droplet. I sampled corresponding treatment / control pairs at the same time. 
EPG sampling: feeding phase 
To collect samples for the feeding experiment I used plants (and leaves) of the 
same age as for the probing experiment. In comparison to the probing experiment 
I found it necessary to adjust the sampling strategy: in probing experiment aphids 
frequently wandered away from the presented open leaf area. I also observed that 
the insects only reached sustained E2 phases when roaming freely on leaves. To 
associate the feeding spot therefore with the position of the insect, I imaged the 
insects continuously during the EPG experiment using USB microscope cameras 
(MS100, 10-200x magnification, 1280x720 resolution, Shekar Android USB 
Microscope). I kept the plant leaves in camera focus during the time of the 
experiment by carefully leaning them to a 10/20 µl graduated pipette tip (S1120-
3810-C, Starlab UK Ltd.). 
During the EPG experiment I imaged the insects with a snapshot every 30 seconds. 
After an E2 phase > 10 minutes I marked the spot next to the aphid with a black 
marker pen (183.171, Lyreco UK Ltd.), immediately removed the leaf from the 
plant and instantly dissected a lateral cross strip at the height of the feeding area 
in ~ 1 x 1 mm squares. Control plants were not imaged and not exposed to an 
insect during the experiment but prepared and collected in the same way as the 
aphid exposed plants. 
Leaf dissection  
Leaves were prepared as in Chapter 3 Leaf sectioning and sample harvesting – 
page 47. Instead of 4 areas I dissected a lateral cross-section of the leaf in 8 ~1 x 
1 mm squares. 
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Leaf sample lysis and mRNA extraction 
I extracted the mRNA of each leaf square following the 96-well plate format 
workflow as described in Chapter 2 Leaf mRNA purification – page 49. 
Illumina sequencing library construction 
I constructed the sequencing libraries according to the v1.1 of my spatial 
transcriptomics workflow as described in Chapter 2 Double-stranded cDNA 
synthesis reaction – page 50 and Chapter2 Illumina library preparation from ds-
cDNA – page 50. 
Sample pooling and sequencing 
I pooled and sequenced libraries as described in Chapter 3 Sample pooling and 
sequencing – page 80. 
Data demultiplexing, quality control and mapping 
I demultiplexed the sequencing data using bcl2fastq-2.20.0 standard settings. 
Quality control and mapping was performed as specified in Chapter 2 Data quality 
control and mapping – page 56. 
Differential-expression analysis and GO-term analysis 
I performed the differential gene expression and GO-term analysis as described in 
Chapter 2 Differential-expression analysis, GO-term enrichment – page 56.  
Across leaf DE-gene expression plots were prepared in R-3.5.1 by importing all 
samples (of all time-points) with DESeq2-1.20.0 and calculating the normalised 
expression values for all samples. Log2 fold-changes of aphid exposed probing 
samples vs. controls were calculated as quotient of aphid exposed normalised 
counts / non-aphid exposed normalised counts. All plots were generated using 
ggplot2-3.1.0 [164] in R-3.5.1. 
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Velocyto analysis 
I estimated the RNA velocity of leaf squares using the R-3.5.1 package velocyto.R-
0.6 [220]. To identify and filter genes associated with circadian rhythms I used the 
biomaRt-2.40.0 [179, 187] package. 
StringDB network analysis 
I associated genes to networks using the R-3.5.1 StringDB-1.22.0 [193] package 
and standard settings (species=3702, version=10, score_threshold=400). I filtered 
each network for connections between DE genes by removing all connections 
between non-DE x DE genes and non-DE genes x non-DE genes. I calculated 
network measures (eigencentrality, closeness centrality, degree centrality and 
betweenness centrality) on the network clusters using the R-3.5.1 igraph-1.2.4.1 
[208] library. Networks were visualised using Cytoscape-3.7.1 [209]. 
Principal component analysis 
Principal component analysis, PCA plots and identification of genes contributing 
to specific principal components was performed using the R-3.5.1 factoextra-
1.0.5.999 [237] package. To test for statistically significant log2 fold-changes 
between probing and feeding I used the R-3.5.1 built in t.test() and p.adjust(x, 
method=’BH’) functions. 
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Sequencing and sample pooling metrics 
Table 9 Sequencing and sample pooling metrics for the aphid probing and aphid feeding 
experiments: The table lists the number of samples used for each experiment (separated by 
number of time-points, conditions and the number of used leaves), the number of extracted 
squares per leaf, the total number of squares processed to sequencing libraries, the number of 
combined samples for sequencing (per experiment) and the used Sequencing platform and 
chemistry (SE = single end, PE = paired end). Each leaf was taken from a separate plant.  




per leaf  
Total number of 













1 condition, 4 
leaves each 
8 256 All at once Illumina NextSeq 





1 condition, 4 
leaves each 
1 32 All at once Illumina NextSeq 
500 (75 SE) 
Aphid 
feeding 




8 64 All at once Illumina NextSeq 





1 condition, 3 
leaves each 
8 72 All at once Illumina NextSeq 
500 (75 SE) 
 
Contributions 
I planned and conducted all experiments. Ashleigh Lister (Earlham Institute, UK) 
prepared the ds-cDNA synthesis reactions. I constructed the sequencing libraries, 
performed the quality control, sequenced the libraries and analysed the data. 
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Chapter-5 Summarising discussion and 
outlook 
Profiling of gene expression patterns in small areas without bulk effects from 
sample pooling or heterogeneous cell populations allows deeper insights in how 
a complex organism functions in comparison to gross-scale RNA-seq methods [3, 
15–17]. By establishing a robust workflow that combines rapid sample dissection 
and easy sequencing library preparation, I was able to reconstruct spatial 
transcriptome patterns in thin tissue slices with a great level of resolution across 
plant organs and study localised defence responses to pests and pathogens from 
minute amounts of tissue.  
In contrast to specialised plant spatial transcriptome profiling protocols such as 
LCM [24, 25], FACS of protoplasts [37] or array based technologies [15–18] my 
workflow (for the first time in plants) allows access to spatial transcriptome data 
in an easy manner based on easily accessible methods. Similar methods have 
already been successfully applied to model the 3D transcriptome landscape of a 
developing zebrafish embryo (i.e. Tomo-seq) [20]. 
I evolved my spatial transcriptomics workflow by combining elements from 
existing single-cell RNA-seq [154] and genome (re-)sequencing [155, 238] 
methods and refined these for stable, low-cost generation (£ 6.00 per library) of 
sequencing libraries. I tested and optimised several features to efficiently 
generate ds-cDNA with reduced PCR amplification in ds-cDNA synthesis and 
Illumina library amplification after Nextera tagmentation. I introduced sample 
specific dual-indexing barcodes in the Nextera amplification step that enable 
pooling of 2,304 samples per sequencing run [155].  
I compared my workflow with the Illumina TruSeq library preparation protocol 
and showed that my method compares well with this widely used commercial 
RNA-seq method. I showed that my workflow enables detection of transcript level 
differences across 1D leaf sections in leaf elements such as vascular tissues and 
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margins and therefore the visualisation of transcriptional expression profiles 
across tissues is possible. 
To test my methods performance in disseminating biotic interactions, I challenged 
A. thaliana leaves locally with the bacterial peptide flg22, simulating an encounter 
with potentially plant pathogenic bacteria [151]. In my experiments I showed the 
triggering of a local defence response of known flg22 induced biological processes 
and I found overlap with described FLARE genes from a gross-scale flg22 exposure 
experiment [134]. 
Cluster analysis of spatial expression patterns allowed me to describe genes with 
similar expression patterns as FLARE genes and so potential novel FLAREs. 
Detailed spatial analysis of gene expression profiles highlighted plant regulatory 
elements that potentially act as short distance signalling components to a local 
flg22 stimulus.  
I applied my method to detect regulators involved in the defence response to a 
herbivore attack by challenging plants locally with crude M. persicae extract [59]. 
I showed DE gene overlap with a published experiment [59] and found several DE 
genes in plant hormone and secondary metabolite synthesis pathways that are 
involved in mediating plant resistance to herbivores (i.e. JA, SA, ET, glucosinolate 
and camalexin synthesis) [46, 65, 66, 195]. I found a rapidly induced and spatially 
quickly spreading transcriptome response to 30 minutes after stimulus and 
conversion of the spatial to a local immune response in the time-period between 
7 to 24 hours. 
My analysis showed that the spatiotemporal transcriptome response to aphid 
extract enriched 86 different PFAMs [178]. I identified 9 regulatory PFAMs with 
described roles in pathogen perception and immune signalling: (1) WRKY domain 
genes [139], (2) C2H2 zinc-fingers [180], (3) TIR domain genes [184], (4) AP2 
domain genes [140], (5) protein tyrosine kinase genes [183], (6) LRR domain genes 
[53, 183], (7) tify domain genes [181, 196], (8) Arabidopsis broad spectrum mildew 
resistance protein RPW8 [185] and (9) AN1-like zinc-finger genes [182]. 
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I found that the early response to herbivore attack involves WRKY domain proteins 
and AP2 domain proteins, accompanied by C2H2 type zinc fingers and TIR domain 
members, whereas late responses may be mediated by Arabidopsis broad 
spectrum mildew resistance protein RPW8 and LRR domain genes. To find the 
most influential genes among the identified PFAMs I applied network analysis. 
Network analysis strategies have proven as efficient means in identifying 
important genes especially when candidates exhibited pleiotropic effects (i.e. 
influence multiple traits), acted redundantly together with other genes or were 
lethal when mutated [191, 192, 239, 240]. I detected 324 genes with a high 
influence in a spatiotemporal DE gene association network. 29 genes I could 
associate to the previously identified regulators. 
Among the most influential genes I found the SA activator ZAT6 [197], the 
potential SA enhancers WRKY46 and WRKY53 [198], the JA repressors WRKY50, 
WRKY51 [199] and JAZ1 [200]. Walling et al. hypothesised that M. persicae acts on 
the elicitation of SA signalling to negatively feed-back on the resistance promoting 
JA signalling pathway [241]. The found DE genes could therefore be important 
susceptibility factors for M. persicae in this negative cross talk. 
For the WRKY53 gene I detected differential expression over multiple time-points 
from 30 minutes to 24 hours and spatial differential expression at 30 minutes after 
stimulus, possibly indicating a role as important spatiotemporal regulator of plant 
to herbivore responses. WRKY53 has recently been associated with a potential 
role in promoting plant resistance to the Russian wheat aphid [206]. Among the 
AP2 domain genes I detected the MAPK interactor ERF104 [202], the positive 
JA/ET mediators ERF5 and ERF6 [204] and ERF107 with a role in regulating 
glucosinolate synthesis [201] and plant defensin expression [225]. Especially ERF5 
could be of interest for genetic follow up studies as the transcription factor was 
characterised to be an important regulator in an experimentally tested chitin 
sensing transcription factor network [203]. 
In a final experiment I combined the EPG technique and ST-seq to study plant 
responses to probing and feeding. In contrast to many gross-scale studies that 
expose leaves to multiple insects for hour-long time-periods [99], I observed a 
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quickly elicited DE gene response with highly dynamic transcription rates and 
multiple defence associated biological processes to insects already 30 minutes 
after probing. In a comparative analysis of early probing time-points (0.5 and 1-
hap) with areas where M. persicae rapidly established feeding sites (from 30 – 77 
minutes), I discovered 71 genes that were spatially higher expressed in probing 
but not in feeding samples. The 71 genes enriched for protein catabolic and 
vacuole transport processes. Plant protein degradation systems are linked with 
defence responses [230] and known targets of pathogen effectors [231, 232]; 
therefore perturbed proteasomal expression levels could be important cues for 
M. persicae to establish feeding sites. Using association network analysis, I 
detected UBQ3, AKINbeta1, KING1 and BBD2 as most influential nodes in three 
small network clusters. UBQ3 is involved in the protein degradation system [222]. 
AKINbeta1 and KING1 encode subunits for the SnRK1 kinase which over negative 
trehalose 6-phospate feed-back signalling is connected with the trehalose 
metabolism [234] and involved in delaying senescence [235] - both pathways are 
associated with PAD4 mediated defences to M. persicae [95]. BBD2 plays a role in 
the regulation of JA signalling components [236] and so in an effective pathway 
that contributes to M. persicae resistance [95]. To successfully establish feeding 
sites, M. persicae could therefore actively manipulate a plants energy sensing 
system, JA signalling pathway and protein degradation components. 
To investigate on this finding, I would suggest three experiments: 
(1) Genetic analysis of plant single gene knock-out [242] or overexpression lines 
with high-throughput insect phenotyping to assess feeding performance [44] and 
fecundity rates [216] on mutant plants. Methods for this analysis are well 
established [44, 216] and should reveal important resistance or susceptibility 
factors to M. persicae for in depth follow-up studies. 
(2) Identification of plant components interacting with already described M. 
persicae effectors [87] in protein-protein interaction pulldown experiments [243]. 
Identified effector targets that locate closely to the above described 71 genes in 
an association network could be susceptibility factors that M. persicae 
manipulates to silence defence responses. This analysis could enable resistance 
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breeding strategies e.g. by exchanging susceptible alleles with potentially 
resistant alleles from relatives [76] or alteration of susceptibility factors using 
knock-out/-in technologies [77]. 
(3) Adaptation of EPG coupled ST-seq to perform RNA tomography sequencing 
[244] on a time-series of insects attacking a plant (i.e. from landing on a plant to 
sustained feeding). I assume that during the tested time-period transcriptome 
changes in the salivary gland and the insect gut could identify receptors and 
effectors M. persicae uses to interpret or manipulate host defence responses. 
Such genes could be identified by comparing detected transcripts with available 
genome or transcriptome data from blood [245] and phloem feeding insects (or 
for effectors functional in planta assays [92]) and lead to novel pest control 
strategies using transgenic methods such as RNAi [216]. 
I demonstrated that ST-seq is a rapid and robust protocol for spatial whole 
transcriptome sequencing. However, the method itself still poses two bottlenecks: 
(1) A lower resolution (i.e. millimetre vs. micrometre scale) in comparison to other 
NGS spatial transcriptome profiling techniques such as Tomo-seq [244] and the 
array based spatial transcriptomics methods  [16, 17, 246]. (2) A limited 
throughput of samples due to the mechanical dissection of leaf squares. Whereas 
array based methods blot entire transcriptomes of small, thinly sectioned tissues 
[16, 17, 246], mechanical sample dissection limits ST-seq’s throughput (especially 
when studying larger 2D grids). In the future I would therefore improve the 
methods to test 2D areas at a higher resolution using a rapid mechanical sample 
dissection. I would improve the protocol as follows: 
(1) Establishment of a 384-well  / 1,536-well compatible biopsy puncher or 
microneedle patch (e.g. similar to the patch described by Paul et al. [247]) for rapid 
‘patch and peel ‘ plant tissue sampling. 
(2) Development of a G&T-seq [150] variant that enables lower volume ds-cDNA 
synthesis and preparation of Nextera libraries in a one-tube reaction (e.g. by 
consecutively adding reagents after each protocol step).  
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(3) Integration of Illumina and full length isoform sequencing compatible unique 
molecular identifiers (UMIs) to enable accurate quantification of mRNA levels (by 
counting of the UMI numbers) [248]. 
 
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Appendices 
High resolution figures in scalable vector graphics format and all tables necessary 
to recapitulate the described analysis steps and results are supplied on the 
accompanying CD. The contents of the CD are: 
Appendix_figure2.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 2. 
Appendix_figure3.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 3. 
Appendix_figure4.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 4. 
Appendix_figure5.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 5. 
Appendix_figure6.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 6. 
Appendix_figure7.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 7. 
Appendix_figure8.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 8. 
Appendix_figure9.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 9. 
Appendix_figure13.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 13. 
Appendix_figure14.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 14. 
Appendix_figure15.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 15. 
Appendix_figure16.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 16. 
Appendix_figure17.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 17. 
Appendix_figure18.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 18. 
Appendix_figure19.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 19. 
Appendix_figure20.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 20. 
Appendix_figure21.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 21. 
Appendix_figure22.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 22. 
Appendix_figure23.pdf: High resolution image of thesis figure 23. 
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Chapter2_additional_file1.pdf: Comparison the described spatial transcriptomics 
workflow with Illumina TruSeq, qRT-PCR validation of DE gene expression, 
wounding time-series GO enrichment, wet-lab protocols of the described 
workflow. 
Chapter2_additional_file2.xlsx: Supplementing information to the analysis of 
chapter 2: costs of the protocol, modified Illumina adapter sequences, wounding 
DE genes and enriched GO-terms, untreated leaf spatial gene expression data, 
flg22 infiltration experiment DE genes and enriched GO-terms, flg22 droplet 
spotting experiment DE genes and enriched GO-terms, detected FLARE overlap, 
clustering analysis numbers, transcription factor identification, read numbers, 
protocol use and sequencing information. 
Chapter2_additional_file3.xlsx: GO-term enrichments of clustering analysis. 
Chapter3_additional_file1.xlsx: Supplementing information to the analysis of 
chapter 3: detected DE genes, GO-term enrichments, PFAM enrichments, 
association network clusters with calculated measures (i.e. degree centrality, 
betweenness centrality, eigencentrality, closeness centrality, cluster size), the 
identified 29 PFAM, STRING enrichments on the 29 PFAM DE genes. 
Chapter3_additional_file2.cys: The STRING association of the detected 29 PFAM 
genes - Cytoscape-3.7.1 file. 
Chapter3_additional_file3.xlsx: AraCyc [207] metabolic pathway associations for 
all detected DE genes. 
Chapter3_additional_file4.pdf: Temporal plots of AraCyc [207] metabolic 
pathway associations for all detected DE genes. The yellow shaded line in each 
diagram marks the log2 fold-change range between -1 to 1. 
Chapter4_additional_file1.pdf: Sampling information of the harvested EPG 
traces. 
Chapter4_additional_file2.xlsx: Supplementing information to the analysis of 
chapter 4: DE genes of the probing time-series, detected circadian genes, GO-
enrichments of the probing dataset, probing DE gene overlap with published 
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experiments, the discovered feeding genes, GO-term enrichment and association 
network analysis of the feeding genes. 
Chapter4_additional_file3.pdf: PCA analysis, all vs. all principal components. 
Chapter4_additional_file4.pdf: Additional information to the PCA analysis on 
probing vs. feeding data: PC1 contribution of random subsets or the entire 
detected transcriptome, log2 fold-changes of feeding vs. probing genes, GO-term 
enrichment on genes.  
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Definitions 
Base pair (bp) 
Damage associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) 
Differentially expressed (DE) 
Double stranded cDNA (ds-cDNA) 
Effector triggered immunity (ETI) 
Electrical penetration graph (EPG) 
Ethylene (ET) 
Fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS) 
Flagellin-22 (flg22) 
Flagellin-22 rapidly elicited (FLARE) 
Green peach aphid (GPA) 
Herbivore associated molecular patterns (HAMPs) 
High Density Spatial Transcriptomics (HDST) 
Hours after probing (hap) 
Hypersensitive response (HR) 
Jasmonic acid (JA) 
Laser capture microdissection (LCM) 
Leucine-rich repeat receptor like kinase (LRR-RLK) 
Messenger RNA (mRNA) 
Million (M) 
Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) 
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) 
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Pattern triggered immunity (PTI) 
Microbe-associated molecular patterns (MAMPs) 
Pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) 
Principal component analysis (PCA) 
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
Resistance gene (R-gene) 
Salicylic acid (SA) 
Spatial-transcriptome sequencing (ST-seq) 
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